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The Northwest Readipg Consortiunv(NRC) we:1s a three

year school improvement project funded under the Research

and Development Program, Natio al Institute of Educatidh.

Four facilltators (linkers), one each.in Alaska, Idaho,

Oregon and Washington, aisisted a total of 36 public schools

in the selection of an appropriate research and development

'based innovation.to improve reading programs.

The NRC was originally formed by the Right to Read

directors ot the four.states. The design of the project

provided for interface 4ith each state's Right to Read

program; the state RAPlanning'and'Assessment Handbook

provided the basic model'of problem-solving'used with local

schools.

It was a Stated goal of the NRC ko study not only the

use of the R&D result's but the process of change itself.

This manual was developed from NRC experiences and learnings

generated by the use of such a model in instructional

improvement efforts%
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INTRODUCTION

A major change in-ap instructional program may appear

to be a one-time planriing event and may, in fact, be structured

in such a way. In reality, however, instructional improvement

is Aot a one-time affair. Schools may elect to place .emphasis

on improving a particular aspect of the curriculum at a certain

period of time, but the need for followup implementation

activities related to adaptations, staff development and

training, evaluation and modification can be forecast.

Consequently, building a capacity for effective "group planning

slsills becomes important as pressUres to improve education

remain relatively constant.

The need for developing staff capacity for group planning

is intensified.by a growing interest in teacher involvement in

instructvional planning. \The development, of teacher centers

is an indication of the recognition of a need for professional

improvement efforts which.focus on teacher involvement: Change

efforts which have ignored or circumvented the crucial involve-

ment of teachers generally have not been seen as successful.

Varied efforts which have provided for teacher involvement

have tended to lead to far reaching improvements in the

instructional program...-

1
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The focus of this prgcess manual for facilitators is

on those aspects of analyzing and panaging instruptional'

improvement planning activities which emerged as important

in the experiences of the Northwest Reading Consortium. An

assumption is that the user of this manual has backgro4nd
Xs"

and insigfits into' those k aspects of instructional improvement

most closely related to thi content field in which the

planning is occurring. (For example, training in the use

of the Right to Read Assessment and Planning Handbook was

considered,a prerequisite for inuolvement in the NRC Project.)

An additional assumption is that the user is familiar, with

and has achieved some Skills in the use of techniques for

facilitating group interaction and group problem solving.

The expectation is that this focus will fill a nell.ded*

gap in the literature on facilitating change process.

.While the content of the manual clearly overlaps with

information generally associated with content-oriented
Ale

planning procedures and information on facili-tating group

. 0interaction and organiational developments, the questions

posed and the information addressed in the manual were key

'elements which influenced the activities of the NorthWest

Reading Consortium and are considered worth further exploration

as an entity.

This manual

Management/Organization
Fo-cus

.J 8
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The Northwest Readin4 Consortium found: THE GROUP PROBLEM-.

SOLVINd APPROACH PROVIDE6 AN EFFECTIVE MECBANISM FOR EXPLORING.

R&D OUTCOMES AS A,BASIS FOR INSTRUCTIONAL IMPROVEMENT WHEN IT

WAS USED ADAPTIVELY WITH CONCERN FOR THE ROLE VALUESPLAY6 IN

_GROUP PROBLEM-SOLVING.

Use of the Right to,Read Manual as,a-basis for establishing

cqmmitment and providing dirtection in initiating efforts to

improve reading instruction demonstrated that sites adhering

to a problem-solving model tended to be more likely td adopt

or adapt R&D outcomes as solutions to their problems. However,

several sites found the use of the Right to Read manual in its

existing form inappropriate for their needs and some sites

-could not be identified as adhering to a problem7solving approach

as envisioned by project check points. The following specific

projectlearnings1 summarize concerns related to the' use of a

group problem solving strategy.

Specific Learnings:

A. Group problem-solving is a complex process which needs to be

used adaptively.

Flexibility is required to Meet unique needs (e.g.,
secondary reading)

Project, or other, planning processes need to mesh with
district activities and cycles .

Procedures need to be adapted to the level of the problem
and time for planning must be provided

B. Group problem-solving may be seen as an alien process for

instructional planning in some schools.

4

Decision-making is often tied to role definitions in
the organization



Some existing leadership styles May be plcompatible
with group decision-making

Skills in group processes often are limited

C. Group problem-solving procedures and techniques can

facilitate clarification of values which inflUence

directions of instructional changes.

Preconceived ideas cont.rol processes intsome instances

Communica;tion channels tend to relate people with
.similar ideas

D. When group problem-solving procedures are adhered to

with reasonable fidelity, schools are more likely to

use R&D outcomes as solutions.

\

This giorklpook is based on experiences which led to

these conclusions. Lt is an effort to,compile some of the

salient features of group problem-solving as an approach

to instructionial improvement planning which may be overlooked

in the more content-oriented planning recommendations

available in the field.

4
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GROUP PROBLEM-SOLVING AS AN APPROACH TO
- INSTRUCTIONAL IMPROVEMENT

. .

The following operational premises summarized by the

RAND STUDY1 provide impetus for a more thoroUgh examination

of the values of group problem-solving processes as a 'vehicle

for lodal ichool improvement efforts.'-

1. Educational performance could be improved if more
attention were paid to all'stages of the local
change process.

2. Educational performance could be improved with
adaptive implementation assistance.

3. Educational performance could be improved if the .

capacity of school diStricts to manage change were
enhanced.

While a variety of instructional planning processes

and activities are seen operating within schools, a.group

problem-solving approach, as eftectively illustrated by the

Right to Read Ihstructional Planning and Assessment Manuals,

has unique values,2 E.

1Berman, Paul and M. W. McLaughlin. Federal Programs
Supporting Educational Change, Vol. VIII: Implementing and
Sustaining Innovation. U. S. Office of Education, Department
of Health, Education and Welfare. May 1978.

2murphy, Ann arid A. R. Haugerud. "The Use of the Right to'
Read Model for Instructional Improvement." Superintendent
of Public Instruction. Olympia, Washington. June 1979.

'Er

C.
E1E
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SOME GENERAL NOTES ON PROBLEA7SOLVING isRbICES

Role of Values

In a changing society, efforts to assist schools

effectively in improving their capacity to Cope with pressures

for change necessitate a value clarification process,as one:-

aspect of the problem-solving for instructionaa improvement.

Procedures for improving instructional peograms
are not unanimously agreed upon--accounting foi
these difference's, must be considereg.

Condepts regarding what is required for an optimdm
program may vary widely--these differences.must be
resolve0.

Attitudes toward utilization of the_best research
and development odtcomes may be less than positive
and acceas to this information is often lipiteci.

_

Importance of Problem Derinition
-%

Problem-solving ia issue specific. Informatdon on who

should be involved and the pt'ocess to' be used-are contingent

P

upon a definitlpn'of the dssues involved and the decisions

to be made'.

Level,in the Organization at which thiS Kin91 of Decision is,
Made

'Instructional improvement p4.0b1ema tend to be identified

as'appropriately resolved at a sioeci/fic level in a school.

Certain classes of instructional problems are
.considered appropriately addressed at the classroom
-level with, the teacher having the responsibility
of making decisions on certain issues at this,level.

Other classes of instructional problems are considered
to involve more than one teacher and are addressed
at a level involving groups of teachers and possibly
others. These may be departments in A secondary
school, grade levels in an elementary school or some
other form of unit grouping for instructional purposes

9
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Still other classes Of instructional problems are
perceived as being the prerogative of the building
with the building principal assuming a leadership
rgle in decision-making. .

There is growing concern for identifying those issues
which aref"considered-most appropriately addressed at
the district level.

DeCisions regarding which issues or problems are addressed

at which level are not as a general rule clearly identified

in many-schools. There is overlap-and conflict in.numerous

cases when, for example, building planning ,act4.vitives are

not coordinated i.th district level efforts.

When decision-making is accomplished at any given lever,

a major concern is the mechanism for implementing the decision

at all lower levels. Decisions made at the district level

may or may not be readily accepted as appropriate at the,

building level. This factor encourages a closer examipation

of the interactions between levels in a school as an aspect

of understanding educational change and instructional improve-

ment.

Which PERSONS make these kinds of decisions? One alsog

would expect to find relatively definite ideas regarding who is

api5ropriately involved in making certain kinds of decisions A
'each level. For example, some school sites do-noesee parents

as appropriate participants in instructional deci4sion-making.

In some situations the principal may individually make certain

kindS of,instructional decisions.

Use of ProbleM-Solving Steps as Analytical Tools

While the "s,teps" of instructional planning appear rather

simple and straightfoilward, the actuality of accomplishing them

10
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with a gioup of diverse individuals in a relatively.complex,

organization is neither simple nor straightforward for most

compltnc problems.

Coe needs to takelan analytical frame of reference

in'exploring the kinds of factors'which influence the process

for success or failure and recognize also that problbm-solving

frequently is NOT directly linear in its-application as

suggested by most models.
,-;

'AN ANALYTICAL APPROACH TO INSTRU6TI0NAL IMPROVEMENT PLANNING

The problem of looking at planning from an analytical

frame of reference_is that too many potentially helpfUl

perspectives are Wifident.* Each of these perspectives

individually has unique contributions to make. However,

using all of them cumulatively becomes highly unwieldy and

not productive. It is not unlike the professor who, after

much research, comes to the conclusion that teaching is an

impossible,act -- obviously too complicated tib be-done by one

individual.

In addition to a more intensive look at the sequence

of instructional planning activities as outlined in planning

handbooks such as Right to Read and operationalized in the

Northwest.Reading Consortium, thesfollowing three basic

*A Sourcebook on "Process in Instructional Improvement Planning"
is in the process of being compiled as a supplement to this
document. It will address background information related .

to the various perspectives which are reflected in 'an
analytical approach to instructional planning.

,
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areas are directly related to instructional improvement planning

and provide the framework for this analytical apProach to a

planning manual.

I. WHAT (jOVERNANCE AND MANAGERIAL RELATIONSHIPS NEED TO BE

EXPLORED?

What legal issues affect the imprp4ent of instruction?

What administrative factors affect the improvement of
instruction?

What leaderShip factors are central to improvement
of instruction?

What management procedures are employed for the
improvement of instructidn?

II. WHAT KNOWLEDGE/SKILLS/ATTITUDE RELATIONSHIPS NEED TO BE

EXPLORED? )

What personal/social experiences, relationships and
\communications contribute to knowledge, skills and
attitudes for improving inStruction?

-What professional experiences, relationships and
communications contribute to knowledge, skills and
attitudes for improving instruction?

What information is available?

What training is available?

III. WHAT HUMAN AND MATERIAL RESOURCES NEED TO BE EXPLORED?

What staff resources are there for improving
instructio ?

What consultant and other supportive human resources
are there for improving instruction?

. What budgetary resources are there for improving
instruction?

''What other resourcep arv there for improvin4 instruction?
4

*See Appendix for a more Complete list of questions

12
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POSSIBLE ORGANIZATIONAL OUTLINE FOR

INSTRUCTIONAL PROBLEM-SOLVING

The attached chart demonbtrates various efforts to

pFovide structure for the problem-solvihg approach to

instructional improvement used as a model for the Noithwest

Reading Consortium in relation to traditional views of this

process. This model was divided into 12 checkpoints, or

planning steps,, to facilitate management and monitpring of

the procets. Reporting of this monitoring process to the-

National Institute of Education was accomplished, through

four deliverables covering various stages of the planning

process (see Chart 1).

A preliminary stage of.three planning steps was/added

on the basis of project experience to provide stru5fture

for exploring readiness for comprehensive instruqional'

improVement planning. The remaining "steps" idfintified

on Chart I correspond with checkpoint& developed by the

project for management information purposes.

For planning purposes, viewing the problem-solving

approach to instructional improvement in terms of two pha

is often helpful. A first phase involves activities le. ding
.4-06' 1

o a decision regarding directions for desired program

improvements. ,When done as a group problem-solving a tivity

- this phase, of necessity, involves clarification of individual

perceptions and values regarding tbe instructional rogram.

During this process individuals have an opportunity to express

their values (a) through the identification7of perceived needs

ft

1 6
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in'terms of priorities attached to these d7ds, (b) through

rating alternative directions in terms of their perceptions

of what ought to be and (c) through visualizing prospective

changes pf 1 their role ii terms csf how.they perceive themselves

as a b ter teacher. Emphasis in this phase is-on exp oring

alterna ves--essentially a divergent kind of:ActIvity. A

second phase involves the implementation.an9 installation

of the 13rogram changes d cided upon. These activities place

greater,emphasis on management asTfects of planning and assume

a more convergent quality. At this point the emphasis becomes

one of conformity to a new situation with* an effort to

support and reinfor'ce behaviors and atti'tude*s consistent

with the new directions while eliminating those th4,ngs.which

perpetuate those past program activities which are no longer

appropriate.

The first phase of the problem-solving approach to

instructionals-improvement may be viewed as being composed of

three stages:

STAGE I

STAGE II

STAGE III

14

Assessing the levels of awareness and readiness
for effectively engaging in a group problem-solving
approach to instruction4 improvement. Gaining a
clear understanding of what might be reasonable
expectatioftlfor such a process

Developing a clear, concise statement of(The
instructional problem to be solved based on .an
analysis of existing needs. Developing an agreed
upon list of criteria for selecting a course.of
action

Deciding on Ncourse of action or,"sollition" to
the problem as it was defined. In instructional
planning this often involves selection of
appropriate program materials from among alter-
native research and development outcomes

1 7
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BASIC INSTRUCTIONAL PLANNING PROCESS OF TIJE NORTHWEST READING CONSORTIUM

DETERMING
READINESS

Are we ready
to engage in
comprehensive
instructional
planning?

Steps 1,2,3

-NEE Site
Deliverables

ASSESSING
INSTRUCTIONAL
NEEDS

Where are we
and'what'
'needs to be
done?

Steps 4,5,
6,7

J PROBLEM

ESTABLISHING
GOALS FOR
INSTRUCtIONAL
IMPROVEMENTS

What can we
do about
unmet needs?

Steps 8,9

STATEMENT

PHASE I

Stage 1

18

Stage s2

DEVELOPING
STRAfEGTES FOR
CARRING OUT GOALS

How are w going
to do it?

11.

.0"

Step 10 StePs 11,
12 -

SELEC- --IMPLEMEN.
TION/ .PLANNING
DECISION

Stage,..3

IMPLEMENTING
PLANNED
INST11UCTIONAL
IMP11OVEMENTS

Are we
accomplishing
what we
planned?

Steps 13,14

ASSESSING
EFFORTS TO
IMPROVE
INSTRUCTION

How well
did it
work?

Step 15

INSTALLATION EXPERIENCE

PHASE II

Stage 4 Stage 5

19



The secohd phase of the probTeM-solving approach may be

'viewed as being cdivosed of the followingftwo stages:.

STAGE IV Developing an implementation plan for carrying
-oti the solut.i.on

/

STAGE V Installing the program changes apd assessing
their effectiveness in meeting the needs be.ing
addressed
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The following pages are a revised and expanded
4

version of tho process steps used by the Northwest Reading

CoTsortium to gather data for gaining a better insight

-into the instructional planning process, _These steps

provide the structure for the workbook'section of this

'manual.

FIRST STAGE: The goals of this stage arek

1. to assess the awareness of the needs
ana potential for instructional
impwrement

2. to determine the readiness for
engaging in comprehensive instructional
improvement planning

,3. to negotiate agreements with outside
agencies and consultants for needed
'assistance

PROCESSJ
Step 1: Exploring Readiness for Planning Instructional

Improvements

Looking at motivation for improving
instruction

Looking at'the kind and scope of change

Looking at involvement in instructional
planning

Looking at the overall context for
instructional planning

Step 2: Determining Support Needs of the Planning GroI

Examining the need for assistance in role
clarification and improved communication

Examining the'deed for assistance in the
problem-solVing process



Examining the need for assistance in
pbtaining information

Step 3: Forecasting the Ability to Carry Out DeFisions
hegardinq__InptructionAl IMlifovements as Validation
of Readiness

Getting ready 'for implementation planning

Institutionalizing program changes.

SECOND STAGE: Developing Statement of the Instructional
Problem

The goal of this stage is to .have a clear,
concise statement Qf the instructional problem
to be solved with criteria for determining the
adequacy of any proposed solution.

Step 4: Establishing Reltionships for Workin3 in the District I

Clarifying and negotiat,ing- relationships
for outside support in planning

Establishing parameters for program planning

Validating the planning group

Setting up procedures for working with
administrators

Step 5: Organizini a Task Force or Planning Group

Verifying authority for group and clarifying
relationships

Determining membership

Identifying leadership

Stollp 6: Initiating Meetings and Determining Target Populations

Developing agends and scheduling meetings

Reviewing roles of committee members

Developing common understanding tegarding
current situation and expectations for
planning outcomes

Setting patterns for communicating results of
18 - committee meetings

92



Step 7: Assessing Instructi.onal Program

Examining the program empirically.

* Conducting indepth analysis of high .

priority needs

fing both formal and informal ne ds
assessment as bAsis for group dis ssion

Clarifying points of view regardin program
and program changes

Step-8: Developing a_Site Specific Problem Statement and
Establishing Goals

Clarifying problem statements and verifying
perceptions

Conducting group decision-making to
achieve consensus on problems

Establishing goals and objectives

Step 9: Summarizing Priorities in Relation to the District
Philosophy

. %

Prioritizing needs

Establishing criteria for selection of
solution

THIRD STAGE: Making a Decision Regarding Alternatives

The goal of this stage is to make a decision
regarding alternatives which meet criteria
for solving the identified problem.

Step 10: Selecting from Among Provam Alternatives and
Developing A Statement of Unresolved Needs

Reviewing effective programs

Matchihg needs with potential solutions

Matching selected progfam alternatives to
criteria

Deciding on a course of action

,93

4

4
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FOURTH STAGE:

Reviewing tfie outcomes selected for
consistency with the needs of the site,
compromises with original problem statement
and adherence to criteria

Making decisions regarding unmet needs

'Developing an Implementation Plan

The goal of this stage is to develop an
effective implementation plan and to
organize for installation of new program
materials.

Step 11: planning for Implementation of Decisions

Planning for management of implementation
process

Planning for changes regarding-personnel
roles and assignments

Planning for material acquisitions and
physical changes to accomodate implementation

Determining criteria for evaluation

Step 12: Installing Program Changes Identified in
ImplementatiOn Plans -

_purchasing materials

Arranging foi maintenance and supply

Organizing access to materials

,ScheduIing transition to new program

FIFTH STAGE: Installing new Program and Assessing
Effectiveness

The gotl of this stage is to implement
the new program and assess its effective-
ness in meeting needs.

Step 13: Espdplishing Management Activities ana an
Inservice Sdheaufe

Determining administrative and management
responsibilities

20'



Establishing monitoring activities

Gathering evaluation data

Organizing an inservice schedule

Step 14: Monitoring the Implementation of Program Plans!
1

Conducting routine monitoring and
administra-qlve reporting

Making' decisiOns on program adjuitments
based on information gathered

Conducting needed documentation and
analysis for assessing program effectiveness

Step 15: Evaluating Program'Improvements

, Preparing formative evaluation reports
for operational program planning

Preparing summative evaluation reports
for admiqistrative program planning

21
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SEC.TION II

CPROCESS HANDBOOK WORKSHEETS
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- PROCESS HANDBOOK WORKSHEETS

The following materials are in the form of a mandal

or diagnostic workbook to,be used for addressing the group

problem-solving process itself. These materixis are seen

as supplemental to a basic instructional planning guide

such as the Right to Read Assessment and Planning Manuar

and are designed to encourage the development of materials

which provide more depth and insight into the planning

process than one might find necessaryr desirable for a

specific planning activity. This is done to encourage

consideration of their use as a capacity-building tool.

The particular format chosen for Section II is one

tWat allows for a task description plus diagnostic questIons

on the left face of the open book with a page for notes

on the right face. Some of the note pages have information
It

and/or questions and some are blank except for headings.

In eitherAcase th% note page is there for the user to write

ideas, learnings, etc. as the manual is used.

2 5'



FIRST PLANNING STAGE: ASSESSING READINESS

The goal of this stage is to assess the "awareness"
of the needs and potential-lor instructional
improvement as well as the "readiness" for engaging
in comprehensive instructional improvement planning

'and to negotiate agreements with outside agencies
and consultants for assistance in this planning as
appropriate.

Suggested Process OptcoMe Check C;

,The outcome.of this stage should be a written statement

of purposes and support for this instructional planning.

Any negotiated agreement with outside agencei.es or consultants

should be in the form of a written statement of commitments

by both grpups to insure:mutual understanding and clIrity

for futute interactions.

0.1
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READINESS FOR PLANNING INSTRUCTIONAL IMPROVEMENTS

Introduction

Schools are continuously doing "some things" to improve

educational opportunities for children. In that sense, all

schools are "ready" for some kind of instructional improve-

ment planning. Yet, the odds are that a number Of schools

are NOT ready to undertake some kinds of planning to meet

existing educational needs. Planning of a major instructional

improvement effort using a group problem-solving approach

for the purpose of :utilizing the best available research and

development outcomes to solve recognized problems may require

assistance.

Can it be determined whether a school is ready for

comprc;ftensive planning? How is "readiness" to uae a group

problem-solving approach assessed? What can be done to

assist a school in becoming readyy Can a greater capacity

for instructional planning be developed? What information

might be used to forecast the ability of the school to

choose an appropriate solution and to .successfully install

that instructional irmovation? .The purposes of this paper

are to deal with these and'other questions by considering:

1. guidelines for assessing readiness for using
a group problem-solving approach to instructional
planning,

2. levels of assistance or support services which
may.help a grOup become ready through developing'
a greater capacity for instructional planning, and

3. suggestions for forecasting or predicting the
ability tti carry out decisiOns regarding instructional
improvements as validation of readiness.

7.
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While most of us are.familiar with the initial assessment

phase of instructional planning, this manual suggests the need

for a pre-planning phase An which key persons analyze what is

likely to be required to insure successful instructional planning

activities. Since changes through group problem-solving

.inh'grently impact a school in a variety of ways, readiness

on the part of the school staff is important to s4ccess.

The following suggestions were generated from expeiriences

of outside "linkers" in facilitating local school instructional

improvement planning) Most of the ideas would be equally

applicable to an in-district "linker" (facilitator) or an

instructional leader who is expected to assume responsibilities

for facilitating planning activities with a school staff using

a group problem-solving approach.
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STEP 1: EXPLORING READINESS POR PLANNING
\_ INSTRUCTIONAL IMPROVEMENTS .

Looking at Motivation for Improving

Looking at the Ktnd and Scope of Change

Lodking at Involvement in Instructional
Planning

Looking at the Overall Context for
Instructional Planning
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A. EXPLORING READINESS FOR PLANNING INSTRUCTIONAL
IMPROVEMENTS

A number of factors need to be cohsidered in analyzing

a schogl's readiness for planning instructional improvements:

First of all, be aware that this readiness may prove to be

a somewhat illusive concept for it is related to a) the'

issues involved, b) the various people involved, and c) the

situation at a given time. These change. A school ready

for planning changes in reading in thei)fall may NOT be ready

.for this same planning in the spring.

As* facilitator or instructional leader, you are

encouraged to consider meting with key persons who will

be involved sin any, comprehensive planning effort to review

school READINESS for mndertaking thiA planning ac-tilVity._

The principal will be an important person in this review.

The following section on analysis of readiness may provide

some helpful suggestions for such'a review.

If you are considered an "outside" Person, you may want

to note the need to clarify expectations regarding your role

and negotiate mutual commitments during this review process.

1. Looking at Motivation-for Improving Instruction

Mot.ivation rises out of a level of awareness of the

potential for a better educational program for students.

This motivation appears to be a precondition of READINESS

for instructional improvement planning.. Until a school

staff is sensitive to the importance of instructional

improvement there is little likelihood that instructional

improvement. nning will be'effectively initiated. This

-32
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sensitivity is generated by understanding of outstanding needs

in the current program and a recognition of the possibility of

a better program.

Productive awareness is characterized by a sense of

disequilibrium--a creative tension produced by,a perceived

/ discrepancy between what "ie.' and what "ought to be." Tradi-

tionally, the needs ,assessment.was the tool for clarifying

.
what "is" and an important vehicle for identifying the

discrepancy between current practices and what "ought to be."

An on-going cycle of needs assessment activities can provide

the school with the basis of keeging in touch with the relative

effectiveness of instructiohal improvemint activities ithat
1

took place in ele past and can provide the background informa-

tion needed for effective planning in the future.

More effective use of evalua:tion data in this assessment .

a.

process can be a key ingredient in identifying curnent outcomes

of instruction against a standard which can be used for assessing

impact of planned improvements. The use of evaluation data

has substantial potential for increasing awareness levels

within a'school if appropriately communicated, and is therefore,

one of the clues to determine the presence of sufficient" I.

motivation to initiate planning. How this data is being used

will help you understand who wants t9 make what kind Cif changes

and for what purposes.

In addition to sensitivity to outsi.anding,needs in the

instructional program, this awareness is also contingent upon

the belief that there is a better way to meet the needs of

students. Standards of excellence do play
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in instructional planning. Commitments to instructional

improvements are also related to elf-Concepts. We have

to be comfortable that the proposed change is something

which will be positive for us. If we see ourselves as

negatively affected, we probably will resist it. Competency_

is one aspect of this self-concept. If you believe you have

the capacity to make adjustments necessitated by the new, ,

direction, you may see them as opportunities for professional

enhancement. If they threaten you with potential failure,

you must reject them.

Consider the followiA illustration.

A district curriculum coordinator returned from a

workshop on Reading in the Content Area. The ideas presented

made good sense and appeared to meet some high priority

needs of the district. The coordinator thought it should

be piloted for one year in one subject area (social studies)

and then evaluated prior to installing it in other schools

aiid/or subject areas. For the curric4lum coordinator

readiness for change involvinv Reading in the Content Area

might look like this:

X

No chamge Change everything

The change would alter an aspect of the curriculum in one

subject aidea, but not be a "changing everything" solution.

The high school principal is aware of the difficulties

of involving content area teachers in assuming responsibilities

for reading inst'ruction apd would prefer to limit initial
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efforts to workshop opportunities.for those teachers who are

interested. These could be reinforced by the readihg specialist.

Readiness for change involving Reading in the Content Area for_ _

the principal might look like this:

X

No change Change,everything

The social studies teachers see reading as the responsibility

of the language arts teachers and wish they would do something

about it so students could fare better in their classes.

Readinesslor change involving Reading in the Content Area for

the social studies staff might look like this:

X

No change Change everything

Such discrepancies in readiness are more common than

uncommon for some very good reasons. The curriculum coordi-

nator, because of unique position, availability of evaluation
\

data., education, skills, attitudes, self-isteem, etc., may

have t very different capacity and willingness to initiate

and accept change in comparison to the principal and the

staff where the change is to occur. Awareness of these

discrepancies is a first step in analyzing readiness.

A certain &mount of risk is involved in any change effort.

Instructional improvements invariably involve changes which

require teachers to do something differently. The security

of the old ways may be lost.

'fo what extent do all persons affected by a change need

to be ready for a change? Although the ideal might be 100
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percent, some realism is needed when approaching curricular

changes. For progress, continued attention needs to lid-

given those wh re "unready" for change, but not to the

detriment of the ti /energy spent with those individuals

and groups exhibiting eadiness.

Initially, awareness creating motivation for instruc-

tional improvement planning may be at an irfaividua1 or

small group level. To be effective, others must become

aware. Without a critical mass of internal support,

there is Little likelihood that enough momentum will be

generated to follow through on planning activities.

.A "mover" who can solicit this internal support bY

motivating others to share in these perceptions is important.

Someone has to "carry the ball" for doing something which

0 will generate tangible evidence that steps are being taken .

to initiate instructional improvement activities in the

school. J.ven the structure of schools in our society,

withOut this internal support for change, there appears
4

that little can be done to produce instructional improvement

from the outside.

Yet, it is possible to work with key individuals in a

school to assist in the process of "getting ready." Just

s as corporations use advertising to stimulate a sense of need

for a product or a sales person works with a customer to

build In awareness of a "better way," individuals outside

a sch ol have the potential of impacting a school in ways

which create sensitivity to' the needs and opportunities

for instructional improvement. The impact of governance
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(laws, rules and regulations, policies) afid resources from

outside have played a role in generating this sense of awareness

and Motivation.

The importance of communicating needed information should

be stressed. Open and adequate communication is essential in .

clarifying commitments to instituctional improvements. We

tend to resist those things we have not been involved in

deciding. We also resist changeirwe do not understand.

need reassurance and support for therisks we take in

changing. Motivational speakers often play a major role in

creating a supporting climate.

Motivation for improving instruction is central to READINESS

2. Looking at the Olind and Scope of.Change

A sensed need for .instructional improvement without

leadership can lead to Irustration. Leadership is important

in fostering the emergence of a shared vision of a "better

way" involving an ideal having the potential of leading to

attainment of the school's goals..

Individuals become involved in planning activities in

terms of their personal perceptions and values. Understanding

these is important to the .planning facilitator.

Male the motivations and perceptions regarding

.instructional improvement are individual, individuals are

largely dependent upom their relationship to the schools as

an organization in meeting their personal professional needs.

This relationship is never a one-to-one match so one needs to
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examirie both the individual perceptions and motivations

and the cumulative perceptions and motivationA attributed

to the group. Ttemendous potential exists when leadership

for attaining group aspirations clearly parallel individual

aspirations.

Consider this illustration.

You are generally discouraged with tbe,overall reading

program of the school. At a readinT conference you see an

exciting new program involving individualized approaches

to instruction and a comv"rehensive management system for

planning individual student leirning aativities as well

as recording progress. Obviously, something 1.4.ke this is

what your school needs. THINK TWICE. Is your school "ready"

for this kind of comprIehensive instructional.change? It /

may not be -- at least, not without a great amount of support.

On the other hand, you haVe observed that inost of the_

teachers have been complaining because students seldom read

independentlY on their own initiative. You are aware of a

variety of techniques designed to encourage this kind of

reading. Is the school ready for instructional-planning to

solve this problem? It probably is read'Y for this ohe --

particularly with some help in exploring the options.

Although a consensus may be ideal, most operational

decisions are based on something less than consensus with a,

recognition that dissenters will continu9 to be a filctor in

all planning activities. Within a school building.the -

existence of.a very few persons who strongly oppose a

direction can have substantial impact. These same
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individuals may tend to have less impact on overall district

decisions and directions. On the other hand, the differences

can produce a "creative tension" resulting in exploring ideas

that would otherwise not surface.

Readiness is xelated to the issues being addressed and the

expectations regarding what is to be done about them. And, the

availability of acceptable alternatives in response to the issues

being addressed .cannot be ignored in assessing readiness for

instructional improvement. In some areas considerable creative

involvement in adapting or developing materials will be required

to meet local needs. The wise leader or facilitator will encourage

a'. staff to engage in planning activities for which they are

prepared to be successful.

Timing may be another important factor in initiating

instructional planning for a given curriculum area. The school

has several needs. One needs to recbgnize that educational

leadership is often responsive to more areas of the aurriculum

than a specific subject area. A leader will set priorities in

attending to them. Often this is done by providing a cycle for

planning. This factor can easily be'neglected when an individual

is heavily engaged in one area of the Curriculum.

READINESS ii specific,to the kind and scope o change that is
under consideration.

3. Looking at Involvement in Instructional.Planning_

"This school is really ready for this," declares the

-

principal: While it is'of some value to talk about a TChool's
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readiness for change, one cannot'attord to make the assumption

that persons posseseing fdrmal,autiNiCty with responsibility

are necessarily a barometer of readfness for the rest ot the

staff. Recognize that readiness "dictated" or "pontificated"

by a few is not genuine readinese, and to the extent it is

dictated; the changes are likely to be shallow or'short-lived.

One needs to be aware also that instructional plans developed

by highly motivated "ready" teachers *may not be adopted

enthusiastically by non-involved teAchers. There is a real

Aanger that those who are ready will do the planning for

changing those who are not.

The old quiz show questlon shouted at an. expectant

audience, "Is everybody ready?" won't be adequate when dealing

with social and educational -change. It would seem that if

one J.'s tb understand "readiness," one needs to undersOnd

change'piocesses. We are working with Andividual,as well

as group readiness to change. 'The principal may be ready,

but is the staff? We need to be ever cognizant that schools

are composed of individuals whdse degree of personal tind

professional readiness contiibutes to supporting or impeding

change. This readiness is unique to each, yet-can be

influenced by other persons and events. The More we know

about change process, psychology, communication, etc., the

more we shoteild be in a position to make sound judgments about

readiness.

WIthin a school some individuals and groups are usualW
1

more ready for making instructional chanqes than others.
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READINESS is spec,ific to individuals or groups withih a school.

4. Looking at the Overall Context for Instructional
Improvement

Assessing the readiness for a comprehensive instructional

planning process requires an understanding of the context in

Aich this planning is to.take place.

"We" just experienced a levy failure, several Of our.most

enthusiastic4'young teachers have been "riffed" and the district

coordinator was, reassigned to a fede4,1 program. 'And now you

AI`

want me to work extra hours on planning instructidhal improve-

mepts to meet legislated state mandates?" Yes, educati-szll today .

operates in a climate of adversity. Those who would assi'st
I

school groups'in planning instructional improvement may be well

adyised to recognize the fact that many major events outside

their control will impaCt on the planning process. One needs to

get used to looking for the silver lining aswell as taking a

realistic look at-what is feasible in a given situation.

The organizational support for instructional planning may make

a substantial difference. If instructional planning within a
%

building relates to directional decisions at the district

level., -support 'is more likely. Clarity of Itoles and

responsibilities is an important ingredient of 'sUpport for group

problem solvin4. The support for group decision-making needs

consideration. A clear understanding oF-the decision-making

processes in the district is crucial. Group instructional
dt;

planning often impinges on alternative decision-making processes
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operating in a school -- whether formally or informallyot

As educational leader of the school,,the principal is A key

person in providing this organizational support.

Two pitfalls in group problem solving as a means to

instructional improvement appear to be outstanding: (1) the

involvemeht of teachers in a planning process which leads

to a stalemate, or to decisions which cannot be implemented

effectively, or (2) the presence of a pre-conceived "solution"

in the form of.a particularsprogram alternative which then

becomes the, foregone criterion for any acceptable outcome

of the process. Probably the best.single criterion,for

readiness for instructional planning is a positive experience

in earlier instruCtional planning activities.

To know what we need to change presdmes that we know

"what has been" and "what,is" as a bridg to determine next

. steps. Develop an appreciation of history and an inquisitive

approach to present practices. (Why was the reading laboratory

established in 1970, what was its purpose, etc.? There is

no.reading laboratory today -, I wonder why, etc.) Incorpor-

ating this perspeci.ive into assessment processes focused oni

needs of learners can contribute.to giving a staff the

confidence to explore optio (educational programs, materials,
AI}

equipment, etc.') which meet agreed upon criteria.

To short circuit this intensive readiness/assessment/

problem solving process may lead to jamming the system with

dysfunctional changes rather than provid1ri4 purposeful

progress. Hopefully, the response to the question "Ready

for what?" will be followed by a planned change which meets

genuine educational needs.

MP
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Environmental,
organizatiohal and program conditions are

important aspects of READINESS.

44
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IA1

SK OR ACTIVITY: CLARIFYING LEGISLATION AND OTHER MANDATES
AFFECTING INSTRUCTIONAL PLANNING

Review any legislation or federal, state or local mandates which
may impact instructional planning.

LEADER'S DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIONS:

IAla What legislation or other Mandates are influencing
this planning?_ 0
How Much, and in what direction, do these motiVate
the planning group?

How will these affect the planning activities ahd your
role with the planning group?

. !

Are there other guidelines, agreements or commitments
which need to be conSidered in the planning process?
(Project commitments? Agency relationships? etc.)

.4



GOVERNANCE/MANAGEMENT

NOTES: List federal, state or local mandates to be met as
. a regult of this plannihg activity.

0
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TASK OR ACTIVITY: CLARIFYING DIRECTIONS AND PARAMETERS FOR
PLANNING ACTIVITIES AND PROPOSED
INSTRUCTIONAL IMPROVEMENTS

Determine goals and directions for the proposed planning and
factors influencing them.

LEADER'S DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIONS:

IBla What kinds of curriculum changes are envisioned as
resulting from this planning process?

Is this perception shared by all who are involved
in or impacted by the planning?

Is this a vision which is realistic for this group
at this time?

IBlb Since the image of a school often influences planning,
what evidence of a school image which might impact
planning activities have you observed? (e.g., building
autonomy, innovative climate, etc.)

What internal roles and relationships potentially
have the greategt impact on planning?

to.
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GOVERNANCE/MANAGEMENT

NOTES:

es,
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IB3

TASK OR ACTIVITY: CLARIrYING WORKING RELATIONSHIPS WITH
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATION

Explore the role of the planning group.

LEADER'S DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIONS:

Ib3a 'Who will be involved in planning the instructional
improvements?

Will the planning involve individual teachers,
specified grade levels or the total staff?

1What is the appropriate administrative involvement?

What consideration has been given to student and
community involvement?



GOVERNANCE/MANAGEMENT

NOTES :
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11AI.

TASK OR ACTIVITY: ASSESSING THE REASONS FOR CHANGE AND THE
SENSE OF OPPORTUNITY.FOR MAKING CHANGE:
AT THIS TIME

Assess the climate for change at this time.

LEADER'S DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIONS:

IIAla What are the .factors contributing'to a feeling that
this an OPPORTUNITY to make needed changes in
instruction at this time?
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KNOWLEDGE/SKILLS/ATTITUDES

NOTES:

51
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IIA1

TASK OR ACTIVITY: AiESSING THE REASONS FOR CHANGE AND THE
SENSE OF CTPORTUNITY FOR MAKING CHANGES
AT THIS TIME

Assess individual motivations and perceptions regarding
instructional improvements.

LEADER'S DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIONS:

IIAla What are the reasons for making
instruction at this time?

Who wants to make what kinds of
()what purposes?

improvements in

changes and for



KNOWLEDGE/SKILLS/ATTITUDES

NOTES:
. 0

p,

.5.

A

5,3
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IIB3

TASK OR ACTIVITY: PROVIDING INFORMATION ON EDUCATIONAL
RESEARCH AND PROGRAM ALTERNATIVES

Provide needed information.

LEADER'S .DIAGNOSTIC .QUESTIONS:

IIB3a Are realistic ALTERNATIVES likely to be available
that can solve existing problems in instruction?
If not, is it realistic to consider the option of
developing new program materials within the school?
What information will they need to do this?



KNOWLEDGE/SKILLS/ATTITUPE
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'ID3

4

TASK OR ACTIVI'IlY ANALYZING EFFECTIVENESS OF ,EXISTING
COMMUNJCATION CHANNELS AND NEW
COMMUNICATION. EFFORTS

Assess adequacy o? communication w
impacted by-the planning.

11 who will be

LEADER'S DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIONS:
-tz

IID3a What thought has been given to the readiness of
those who are impacted by the planning as well as
those involved in the 'Alarming itself?

58,
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KNOWLEDGE/SKILLS/ATTITUDES

NOTES:
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IIIA1

TASK OR ACTIVITY: DETERMINE IF APPROPRIATE PEOPLE WITH
NEEDED StILLS ARE AVAILABLE TO CARRY OUT
THE INSTRUCTIONAL PLANNING

Determine availability and time forrpladning group members.

LEADiS DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIONS:

IIIAla Can one anticipate there will be adequate human
resources to carry out the planning and projected
instructional improvements? What evidence exists
for this assumption?

Will the proposed planning group have enough TIME
available to plan needed improvements? How will
this time be provided?

4
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TASK OR ACTIVITY: ASSESSING AVAILABLE RESOURCES FQR
CARRYING OUT PLANNING

LEADER'S DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIONS:

IIICla Are there Adequate material resources to.carrY out
instructional improvements which are planned? Who

is responsible for getting'these in the budget? What
evidence do you have that they will be/Sequate?
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RESOURCES

NOTES: Anticipated costs for this planning are:

Released time or supplemental time for teachers

Consultant or technical assistance

Other



STEP 2: DETERMINING SUPPORT NEEDS OF THE PLANNING GROUP

Examining the Need for Assistance in Role
Clarification and Improved Communication

Examining the Need for Assistance in the Problem-
Solving Process

Examining the Need for Assistance in Obtaining.
Information

6



B. DETERMINING SUPPORT NEWTOF THE PLANNING GROUP

Having reviewed the overall Climate or "readiness"

for instructional improvement planning, consideration needs

to be given to the level of support services needed for this

planning and the availability of these services. This

section addresses these issues.

Educational needs as perceived by a school are the

effective starting points for instructional improvement.

Meeting these perceived needs in the most effective way

necessitates some outside help for most schools. 'What help

will be seen as most helpful? At what level will the help

be most useful?

Traditionally, schools have begun to expect outside

assistance for:

Guidance in meeting mandates or directives for
instructional improvements

Resources to initiate instructional improvements

rnowledge regarding the stan4ards of excellence in
instruction based on information from,educational
research and exemplary or promising pTlactices

Information on products and processes which support
these understandings derived froM research and other
'learnings

In many instances these traditional relationships have

proved inadequate to stimulate the improvements seen as.

desirable. In other instances they have met the needs of

some schools while showing little evidence of being seen

as equally helpful to others. An increasing focus for

outside assistance is on building internal capacity for

coping with change processes. To the degree a school lacks

67
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internal capacity for conducting instructional planning,

searching,for alternatives, and implementing changes to meet

instructional needs, an openness to outside assistalte becomes

an important aspect of readiness for instructional improvement

planning.

Effectiveness in providng this support leading to increased

school capacity for self-renewal is contingent upon an outside

agency's:

Willingness to commit itself to a school's efforts
over a period of time

Sensitivity to the school's needs and concerns

Flexibility in adapting to local situations

In an ideal situation schools will learn how to.muse"

outside help i' collaborative efforts to meet school.needs

and the outside support agencies will become increasingly

sensitive to the unique needs of a school in relation to the

kinds ofhelp to be provided.

However, help is often seen as an intervention. In

e'ssence, it intervenes with an ongoing process of coping with

change which probably is institutionalized in the school. It

would be wise fOr an outsider to avoid inadVertanatly thwarting

that process, but to facilitatey.t.where possible. This means

building on and improving the planning that is ongoing.

Usually this intervention is based upon what the outside

agehcy (or project) has to offer in relation to what the school

needs. Thus, anyone providing outside support services is under

a dual obligation: (a) to the organization provding support
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and (b) to the school being served. The goals of the

organization provIding assistance inevitably define para-

meters for the kinds Itrf support that legitimately can be

given.

Consequently, establishing a clearly understood

working relationship with a school is crucial. While the

goal is one Of collaboration, it may emerge as a result of

a negotiations process.

The burden for finding out where a school is and what

needs are outstanding most typically falls to those providing
1.

assistance. As a first step, the outsider will want to

spend time listening and asking questior to verify

perceptions regarding levels of awareness in the school and

openness to outside assistance.

There needs to be a realization that some things a

school must do itself. In addition to initiating first

steps to do something 'about the aWareness of educational

needs, successful use of outside assistance is contingent

upon a willingness to work with outside help. ,To effectively

utilize outside support, a school must be open to:

Self-evaluation

Setting goals and shared declsion-making

Exploring options in meeting goals

Taking other risks inherent in planning through
such an intervention

While the kinds of outside help available need to match

school needs, mutual.planning is essential to optimize )

this assistance. If schools are only looking for material
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support, outside process help won't have much impact.

And, most often, schools think primarily in terms'of material

resource support from state and federal sources.

Perceptions of individuals anti personal contacts are

important Even how an outsider is introduced in initial

contacts may be crucial. Decisions having long range effect

result from this introductory process. An outsider can expect

to be stereotyped through identification with the agency

represented until other, more immediate, bases exist for being

perceived on the basks of individual merit. The ou der will

want to explore factors likely influencing snap

initial meetings.

To facilitate this process of familiarization, one should

consider ways a school can gain a better understanding of

"who I am." For both the school and outside agencies, getting

acquainted with key contacts to underst%nd those with whom

you are relating is important. What questions do you ask of

these individuals?

In summary, an ideal situation would be a match between

the needs of the school and the capabilities of the outside

y agency which would provide the basis Tor effective collabora-

tive interaction. This relationship qould be characterized by

philosophical agreements between those working to provide

support services for inStructional improvement from outside

the school and those providing direction for instructional

planning within the school. These factors would evolve.in a

shared vision for .attaining the school's goals in priority
-

areas,of the curriculum in ways compaAble with the assistance

being offered..
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Three levels of potential need for assistance or

support se'rvices for the group instructional planning

process have been identified:

Schools needing assistance wit organizational
development for building capa ity to engage in
group problem-solving activit es initially

Schools needing outside sippport in conducting
group problem-solving activities and utilizing
research and development outcomes in implementing
instructional changes

Schools needing only infortnation e-xchange and
activities immediately and directly related to
this exchange

The following pages-suggest questions to consider in

forecasting the needs lor, support services at each of these

levels.

As a facilitathr or leader, you will want to assess

your capabilities for providing this support at each of

these levels as well as assessing the school's need for

bther outside assistance.

1. Examining_ the Need for Assiltance in Role Clarification
and Improved Communication

Comments such as "It re.ally doesn't make much difference

what I think, the administiption (they). will make the decision

anyway" are not infrequently followed by one that goes

like this: "Decisions which are handed down from the top

don't usually work very well." While most of us believe

involvement in planning is related to commitment to improve-

eat

-

ments, it is an ideal not easily achieved. The use of a

task force involving wide participation from teachers, community

and administration presupposes a relatively high level of

organizational development.

-4
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For effective group participation in instructional planning

\ there needs to (a) a clear understanding of where the group.

(or task force)I fits in and how it relates to the overall

;administration and management of the district, (b) a good

working relationshtp with the total staff and community

characterized by open communication and (c) freedom from events

or constraints which could make effective planning Unlikely.

If this is not the case, ask what could be done .to Create

awareness of inadequacies as a first steP toward becoming ready.

Improvements in this area are usually dependent upon

clarifying values, goals, and self44onc4pit,s as well as communi-

cating district policies and procedur60.

The level of some groups would indicate a nee4'for assistance .
in improving communication and clarifying rolkas within the
organization as a preliminary to instructional planning. .

2. Examining the Need for Assistance in the Problem-Solving
Process

A group of teachers is meeting to begin instructional

planning. You discuss the importanp3 of doing a comprehensive

needs assessment. An immediate response is: "We've been down
4 .

this path before -- let'Llk about an alternative that will

make a difference in Our pgoram." pon't be surprised at this

kind of reaction to a suggestion that a systematic approach be

takv to instructional planning. Too, often teachers have

embt(rked on the first steps of a group exercise which-yielded

no real changes in the instructional program as they saw it.

Ask yourself this question: "Are we ready for group problem
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-solving as a means of improving our pgoram?" Some

preliminary work may need to be done.

-There is a possibility that group involvement in

instructional decision-making is an alien process in-some

schools. This sense that it doesn't work may stem from ,

(a).lo* motivation and commitments resulti rom negative

preVious experiences and inadequate admingl rative priOrity

and support for grotip activities and/or (b) ladk, of clarity

about purposes to be served with inadoaquate expertise to

'4achievetheSe purposes through group processes. This lack

of acceptance of the group problem-solving approach may be

further heightened when administrative decision-making

processes (whether formal or informal) continue to operate

in relative isolation from the group process itself.

Planning groups too often find themselves trying to "guess"

administrative reactions to potential group outcomes.

On the other hand, as a school staff gains competence

in group problem-solving there is a sense of capacity to deal

with pressures for change and to shape the future of the
k

in6tructional program with a commensurately greater opportunity

for educational leadership.

What aspects of the planning process can be improved?

How can you assist the group in becoming more effecti

The level of READINESS of some groups wguld indicate a need
for assistance in the group problem-solving proces4.
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3. Examining the Need for Assistance in Obtaining Information-

Most instructional planning groups reach a point where

more information is needed. And, there is often a temptation

to jump to known solutions rather than search for new ideas and

sources of information. This appears to be particularly true

when it comes to considering the alternatives resulting from

research and development. At some point in the problem-solving

process there is likely to be a frustration over the process of,

looking for and assessing alternatives and someone comes up

with ". . . this neat, new program I learned about-.from a friend."

Or this is possibly the time for the "subject expert" to remind

the group members they inevitably would come to the "solution"

identified earlier once they had gone through the "hoops" or

problem-solving.

To be effective in exploring the best alternatives reflecting

current understandings in a field, planning groups need"to

consider the importance of (a) identifying precisely what infor-

mation is needed, (b) establishing the capacity to obtain the

needed information and (c)' understanding and using the information

effectively once they have it.

Most groups need outside assistance in exploring these

instructional options. The information networks needed to

provide the best information to local planning groups in ways

# that are most helpful probably require a "linker." Many .

schools are findin4 it desirable-to identify an "indistrict

linker" who has responsibilities for maintaining.awareness of

information sources. In some cases, teams of indivi,duals may

74



supply this informational support to the planning group. You

may t)e the one who needs to provide the "linking" functions

for the groups with which you work.

Whe READINESS level of some groups would indicate a primary
heed for information,

,

.s
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IC2

TASK OR ACTIVITY: ESTABLISHING A SYSTEM FOR MANAGEMENT
AND MONITORING THE PLANNING ACTIVITIES

Develop a management system.

LEADER'S DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIONS:

Ic2a Is the plan being organized adequate for developing
the improvements that are visualized as needed?

Is this plan understood and agreed upon?

What planriing elements are inadequately addressed?

ff a substantial planning effort is envisioned,
what consideration has been given to the development
of a management information system? Who would be
responsible for this management?

7 6
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NOTES: Will a person with trainin/ in insifuctional
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to assist this planning group?
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IIA1

TASK OR ACTIVITY: ASSESS THE REASONS FOR CHANGE AND THE
SENSE OF OPPORTUNITY FOR MAKING CHANGES
AT THIS TIME

Assess individual motivations and perceptions regarding
instructionaliimprovement.

LEADER'S DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIONS:
?

IIAla What evidence is there of a commitment to group
participatory decision-making through a group
problem-solving approach?

Is there evidence that necessary motivation exists
for this particular.effort to be successful at this
time?

IIAlb What events have been identified which may mitigate
against the proposed group planning efforts?

What is the potential impact of these events?
How may this i/mRact be overcome?

IIAlc Is there clarity about the purposes and limitations
of the problem-solving process?

What evidence is there to tindicate the group
members will have the necessary expertise to be
successful in a group problem-solving approach?

v0
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TASK OR ACTIVITY: PROVIDING INFORMATION ON EDUCATIONAL
RESEARCH AND PROGRAM ALTERNATIVES

Providing and using information for planning.

LEADER'S DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIONS:

IIB3a What data are needed for plakkning instuctional
improvements of theltind envi'sioned?*

Is the- group able td obtain the needed information?
What is your role in assisting them in obtaining the

needed data?

IIB3b Can the group understand and use the information
effectively when it is obtained?

80

What is ypur role in assisting them in interpreting
available information?
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TASK OR ACTIVITY: ESTABLISHING AND IMPROVING INTERNAL AND
EXTERNAL COMMUNICATION CHANNELS

Improve internal communication channels and establish new ones
as needed.

LEADER'S DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIONS:

IID1 Are relationships understood and communication cliannels
open?

82
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STEP 3: pm; STING THE ABILITY TO CARRY OUT DECISIONS
:REGAR ING INSTRUCTIONAL IMPROVEMENTS AS
.VALTDATION OF READINESS

Getting Ready for Implementation Planning

Institutionalizing Program Changes



C. FORECASTING THE ABILITY TO CARRY OUT DECISIONS
REGARDING INSTRUCTIONAL IMPROVEMENTS AS VADIDATION OF
READINESS

The knowledge facilitator(br instructional leader will

want to forecast:or predict the likelihood of planning

activities which create changes that will become established .

or "institution'alized" in the School as the accepted ippogram.

Although such forecasting May be 4fficult, it is

particularly important that it be done in group problem-

solving because many of the factors which influence the

implementation and institutionalization of changes are

factors which instructional planning groups tend not to

focus upon.

Th4 importance of such forecasting is suggested by the
A

nature of the questions to be raised.

1. Getting Ready for Implementation Plannin5
-1

/

'Decisions regarding solutions to educational problems

must be backed up by implementation planning which pr.bvides

the strategies for operationalizing them. Wr..l3iie most of

us are familiar with the basic ingredients of implementation'

planning (Who is to do what with which resourceq by-when,

etc.), there is a tendencY to leave too much of it to

assumption and chance. This is particularly true in regard

to the availability of resources, time, training:administra-

tion, etc.

While careul planning of the "nuts ind bolts" of

implementation will.get materials ordered, find a place

to store them, duplicate needed forms and set a starting

87
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date, it may not be.enough to help the staff adjust to the

changes. The effective group facilitator or instructional leader

will encourage foreca'sting of things needed to asslst the staff

in (a) assessing changes which will occur in their roles,

(b) compensating for the security which was tied tp the "old

ways" and (c) building an "identification" with the new

program. A first step in this process involes adequate communi-

cation with those staff members not directly involved in the

planning,process.

This implementation planning needs to begin early in the

problem lving process. You can do much to ".think ahead" and

help a gro be ready.

A school must show evidence of being able to effectively
implement instructdonal improvements selected-by the planning
'group to be considered READY.

3

In analyzing READINESS, consider these questions:

Is the group able to develop, put.into operation and
monitor an effective implementation plan?

Has adequate consideration been glVen to the huMan
factors in implementing instructibnal changes?

2. Institutionalizing Program Changes

The history of much instructional innovation and change

has been that ". . 7 once the funding iS gone, the grogram

gone." ,And most of us 'are familiar with the program which

was in existence as long as the gerson instrumental in

establishing it remained, but which disappeared shortly arter

that individual went on to another job. Effective educational

88 -
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changes can become institutionalized in ways which make

them-the "way the programtworks" in the school. In faC:t,
,

they can become the.establidled.program which a future-
,

generation ofoinnovation will Havesto displace tb become

effective.

What are the factors which contribute to:this

institutionalilation Orocess? _Are there -Ehings the facilitator

or instructional leader can do to make them happen? Research.

by Robert Yin suggests that programs which beCome effectiVely

institutionalized oo thrdugh passages rel:ated o ('a) comMitting

budgetary resources, (b) .assuring personnel resources,'..

(c) providing training prog ams for personnel, (d1':esta'blistang.

organizational governance a d (

n-

4.

maintenance operations.*

Who will cause these to happen?

,

rgamizing

A
-,v

In the long run, the school which can institutionalize
improvements to make them part of the accepted practi,ces
has best validated its READINES. , .

z

In analyzing'READINE consider theise (4upstions:
. 4

Are there sufficient uesources for materials and
pe.rsonnel? e

. I
4.,

f-,,,- -4

, Has adeqUate trdining been
, arrang0d-tor'-persorinel?

. f'
, . r

1 .

At
,

,

*Yin-,
i

Aillbrt KO, et. al; 4;hanginl UrbanlBureatiracies;
. How New. Ppctices Become Routinized. Repoit.R-2-77.--NSF,

.1qAdtdoiporation, Marqh 1978.
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,

What organizaelonal policies and procedures have been
authorized?

How will instructional practices be maintained after
they are installed?
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TASK OR ACTIVITY: ASSESSING THE IMPACT OF INSTRIiCTIONAL
IMPROVEMENTS ON D STRICT ORGANIZATION

Consider organizational change whi,ch may be necessitated by
ins.tructional changes.

LEADER'S DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIONS:

ID4b What evidence do you have that the district is willing
to make organizational changqS necessary to accomplish.
needed program improvements?
P

What freeddm does the planning qrdup have to recommend
organizational changes?

te'
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TASK OR ACTIVITYz DETERMINING'IF APPROPRIATE VEOPLE WITH'
NEEDED SKILLS ARE-AVAILABLE FOR CUIRYING
OUT THE INSTRUCTIONAL PLANNING

1

.

-Assiss capacity for plann'ing a-s demonstrated by prePlouS
.experienOes,

I.

s

.LWER'S DIAGNOSTIC WESTIONS:-

'IIIAla What.prior -instructional .improveMent aOtivitilas
'deMonstvated a'-capacity- t6 deVlop,,yut
operation:and monifor'an effective implementation
plan?

r."
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RESOURCES

NOTESa ;What was the last major.effort to improve
instructIon in this subject area?

Characterize the way people perceived this effort.
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II1A3

I

TASK OR ACTIVITY: PLANNING FOR THE STAFF AND SUPPORT
PERSONNEL TO IMPLEMENT CHANGES

Determine attitudes toward outside.assistance.

LEADER'S DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIONS:

,

rIIA3 Is the prevailing attitude Of the district one of
supporting the use of volunteers such as aides, parents,
older students or grandparents to assist teachers in

the implementation of instructional improvements?
What about .the use of non-certificated personnel for
teacher assistance?

9
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II1B2

TASK OR ACTIVITY: FORECASTING NEEDS FOR ON-SITE A.SSISTANCE

FOR INSTRUCTIONAL PLANNING AND IMPROVEMENT

Determine level of outside support that may be required.'

LEADER'S DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIONS:

IIIB2 What training or technical assistance can be
anticipated as needed at this time? kow can this

training or assistance be provided? What arrangements

are being made for it?

What technical assistance or support may be needed

in improving communication, role clarification and
other organization development activities?

What technical assistance or support may be needed

in facilitating group intervention in planning?

What technical.assistance or support may be needed

to provide information regarding program alternatives?

9R+
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IIICI

[-

TASK OR ACTIVITY: ASSESSING AVAILABLE RESOURCES FOR
CARRYINO OUT PLANNING

Determine commitments to 'providing peeded resources for
planning.

LEADER'S DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIONS:

IIIC1 What steps have beog taken to apsure sufficient
resources (materials, released time, travel for
visAations, ettc.) to complete the full planning
cycle?

100
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TASK OR ACTIVITY: PLANNING FOR MATERIAL RESOURCES NEEDED
TO IMPLEMENT CHANGES

Determine commitments to providing needed resources for
program changes.

LEADER'S DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIONS:

II1C3 What evidence is there of fiscal and philosophical
commitment to ma.intain riew.instructional practices
once they are installed?

What evidence is there that this is NOT an
opportunistic venture which will lir support once
outside assistance is withdrawn?

102

What is thehisory.of program changes in this
school?
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SUMMARY OF STAGE I

In iumary, a person who plans- to facilitate,

compreheneivo instructiOrVil planriOg involving a group

,40411

prdiCeiss-is'encouriged tO conduct a prb-planning analy0.0

tO better asseds the READINESS of the School.fOr this

,.plfnning activity. "Key persons" in this proiviea planning

process should e involved in conducting this *a.nall4is.

The aspects f such a pre-vlanning-Ohase which need

.analysis are:

EXPLORING READIN

4

,

SS FOR PLANNING INSTRUCTIONAL IMPROVEMENTS

-MOtivation for Planningv

and Scope\of Change being Considered

Involvement in the Planning Process,

Context,in which Change is,tb taie Place

DiTERMINING SUPPORT NEEDS OF THE PL/T,NING'GROUV:

Assisting in Organizational Development Factors such
as, Role Clarification and Improved Communication

Assisting in Problem-Solving Process

Assisting in Obtaining Information
(

FORECASTING FACTORS WHICH AFFECT INSTALLATION' OF PROGRAM

CKAnGES
. .

Getting Ready for'Implementation Planning

Institutionalizing. Prbgram Changes

105
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SECOtJD PLANNING STAGE: DEVELOPING SW4MENT OF THE
.rINSTRUdTIONAL PRObLEM

The goal of this stage is,to have cleir, concise
statement-of the inktructional problem to be

solved *with criteria for determining the adequacy
of.any proposed solAion.

Suggest Process 'Outcome Check

The outcome of this stage should be a written statement

of the instructional problem which,has been agreed upon

by ple planning groupiand reviewed, by appropriate adminietra-:

tors. In addition, a list Of criteri; for selecting a
1

solution will have been developed.

A

.4,
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Introduction

A STATZMENTIOF THE_INSTRUCTTONAPP204

17

4

A

A clear,, concise statement of. the instructional problem

hav;ng highest priority "T resolution'is 'the aim of this

stage. Schools interested in ins.truOtiOnal improvemilmt

activities may_jusgf.nthe procoss.of chang with a soOtion-

'in mind.--11-rOblem statements may actually stated in

a way iss"'What we need is a reading r sodrce center."

V In order' to be of real usik in the process of selecting, an

alternative (solution), a problem statment should be

stated in terms.of the gap which exiits between what is

(the Iresent,educationituation) and whai has been

determined should be (the'goal or'ideat siivatiOn).

The purpose of this section is to delineate crucial

operational points which will'lead to a clear and usable

problem statement.
\,)

Establishment and legitimization of working
relationships for the instruetional'improvement effort

Organization of the Planning group (task force)

Clarification of Operational procedures and proceises
to.be fused by the group

Assessment of the existing.instructional program

Prioritization of rieeds

Development of spècified problem statement

Establishment of selection criteria

"t

9g
5
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STEP 4: ESTABLISH/NG RELATIONSHIPS FOR WORKING IN THE
DISTRICT

Clarifying and Negotiating RelationshiOs
for Outside Support'in Plannildg

4

4

Establishing Parameters for Program Planning

Validating, the Planning.Group.

411.

a

Setting up Procedures for Working wi0i
Administrators
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D. Establishing RlAtionehips for-WOrking in the District

1. Clarlfyini and NegotiatiniRelaionWps for autside
u,pport in flanning

Schools planning to uselservices of an outside agency/ '

agent in their instructional Improvement effcTts vary'in

ther perceptions of the purOoses and' outcomef of ,the'

instructional planning activitiei. 'These variations have

a decided impact on the type of relatilionship a facilitator
S.

has with the schooli some schools will want intensive,

direct involvement from the outside facilitator while

others may prefer more infrequent, less direct Invdlveient.

It is crucial that-thefacilitator assesi #he.positioNof

the schooliand adapt operating style ind procedures

according110. N

Clear agreements should be reached on expectations of

the school for the outside facilitator and the limitations

or boundaries on what the facilitator can offer in the way

of assistance ana reSources. The extent of comiitmnt 'of

the school to improvement efforts, the'degree of advocacy

which exists for such efforts and tHe fiscal and persohnel

resources available to lupport'such efforts should be

established. The instructional improvement process wig

proceed more smoothly if the facilitator and the schoon,

reach agreement the length of time to be devoted to t4i"

process, the key individuals involved, and the extent of. --*

involvement (time *id effort) of these key persons:

Results ot negotiatibns around' these factors:should ,

be reported in writing; ideally this report will Is prepared

jointly-by scheol'persOnnel and the outsideagent.

,"
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2. Establishing Parameters tor ProgramiPlanniiig

Parameters of the program planning effort ned to be

establiphed with key administrators in district and school

.befOre instructional planning activities ars initiatiid with
4 .

teachrs to clarify commitments. The facilitator lhould

become familiar with district philosophif, icope and:segAence

of instruction, budgetary considerations, policLe governing

staff Involvement and decision-making processes to be of greatest

assistance. The limits within which the facilitator may operate

should be clearly defined at the beginning of the iriter4entionl

the facilitator may have totinitiate discussAlins which Aead to

identification of these limits.

3. lialiaating the Planning Group

The parameters discussed in the previous section influence

the _composition and.operation of 'the planning grOup (task force).

Pdlicies, prodedures and ichedules for the group's efforts

should be negotfated so that activities, recommendations and

decisions of the group-are considered valid. Without this

validation, the planning group May find results of efforts

dismissed by key decision-makers.

4. Setting-uE Procedures for Working with Administrators 0

Not all district and buildin§ administratori will (or

should) be involved in all pbasea of an instriftional improvement

effort. Usually certain key administrators' hal.te chosen (or

have been assigned) to be responsible for such an effort; it -

is crucial that the facilitator identify these primary contact

persons and establish an operating plarOwith them. Additionally,

t



administrators who should be involved at paAicular points

should be identified and the level of participation

clearly delineated. A chart indicating persons who must

approve, must be notified, may,be involved, etc., can'be

helpful.

°
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TASK OR ACTIVITY:. CLARIFY/NG LEGISIJATION AND OTHE4
MANDATES AFFECTING INSTRUCTIONAL
PLANNING

4

Review legislation, policies, administratiVe directives and
other mandates which may impact instructional ',kenning.

V.

AEADER'S DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIONS:

IAla What legislation and other requiremants mayaffect
the proposed planning? Are you aware of ALL of the
sources of these? (Codes,' state board policies,
federal laws and judicial decisions?

How are these mandates communicated and made
%0 available to those responsible for instructional

planning?

What is the level af awareness of these by those.
involved in the %planning within the school? Should
they be reviewed with the planning group?

lAib Are board policies which impact instructional planning
efforts written and made available to the planning-
group? Are they. current?

What limitations are placed on-class'loads,
staffing levels, etc.?

What ore graduation requirements? 'Other
curricular reqüirements? How do they impact
planning work with teachers?

IAlc Is there a district policy handbook? A bUilding
:handbook? Are they used?

Do district guidelines for instructional planning exist?
Are' they written? How do these guidelines get communicated
to those doing instructIonal planning?. Are they
negotiable?

What are the characteristics ot adminisirative guidelines?
Positive? Nega.qve? Political? Consistently applied?
Use as power tools? Predictable? ,

4

Who must be.represented 4 instructional,planning?
.What is their authority and respOasibility?4,Are these- t

rbles mandated? Are they clearly defided?

-
<
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TASK. OR ACTIVITy: CLARIFYING LEGISTATICIN- AND 'OTHER: ,.
'MANWES AFFECTING -INSTRUCTIONA4 PLANN/Nd

RevieW agreements or commitments between agencies which may
affect instructional planning.

LEADER'S DIAGNOSTIC:QUES IONS:

I/Ald What'is the ourrent.situation in teacher/school
negotiations? ;

4

What'agreements exist'between administriation:and
the teachers' union:which may impeitct instructional,

: pring?. How does the negotiations cycle affiect
d rict planning:activities?

IAIe' With what other outside agencies or groups is the
district involved in instructional. aci4vities7 What-
are,the details of eXisting.contraCtUal.(or other) -

agreementd of the-distridt which day affect planning
activ*ties? special educatidm; inservice
contracts, evaluation). :

what obligations are incurred? ,

Alow.do they imPact on these plinnin4 activities?
(ascal parameters, time constraints, policy
guidelines, etc.)

. what specific relitianship do you have as an
odtside facilitator-with the school? Does this .

.
relationship need further 'negotiation or clarification?

IAlf Who is chec%ing to assure that this planning effor
will not conflict with other district-priorities
or activities?

What strtelies can be eMployed tO resolve any
existing conflict*? '

e
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TAO OR:ACTIVITY: CLARIFYING DIAECTIQNt AND PARAMETERi.
FOR PLANNING ACTIVITIES AND PROPOSED'
INSTRVCTIONAL IMPROVEMENTS.

Review the structure of the district and the nature of fqrmer
leadership in this structure. ,

LEADER'S DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIONS:

IBla How are instructional planning priorities set?'..
By whom?' What ts the cycle? r ,.'

What specific- student target population has been
identified for this planning effortV Hasithe .

related target populattpn of teacheri been -.

involved in this decision? .

,

,

If the target popUlation has not been clarified,
who is to make the dectsion7 .How. is It to be made?_

How much change is this effort trying to bring aboixt?

S.

-IBb :who are't-he key people who4will be involved in
problem *finition activities? Who Should be?

What are the parameters the administrAtion has put
on the 'problems to be Addressed and what steps do
you, as a lacilitatar, need to take to insure
these parameters have been clarified?

Wh4t step4 should you take to identify any
p imeters which may not have been expressed in,
pre-planning preparations?

%
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TASK OR ACTiNTITY:. CLARIFYING LEADERSHIP IND MANAGEMENT
RESPONSIBILITIES,FOR PLANNING

-4

Identify leadership and mapagempt responsibilities for thid
plahning,`.

LEADER'S DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIONS:. 11t

tCla What are'the leadership skills ofthe planning group?

How will the chairperson be selected?

What plan is being'set up to aSsuie affictitre
iliteractio4,between-the planning group and the
staff? Hetwelen the 'planniAg group'and the adminis-

,

tration?

*hat indicators will you use as)an outside facilitatoy
to determine the type and amount of leadership you
should'be giisting during the various phases of the
plannipg? What are you.'going to do to assure that
thia leadership becomes part of local school capacity
for ,leadership when you leave?

IC3b What kind of plan will be developed to aisure
released time or other appropriate arrangements for
teacher participation_ in planning?

Who, is responsible for planning and ponducting'
meetings?

'How will meetings be planned'and conducted?

V, 1:V,!
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TASK OR ACTIVITY: CONDUCTING PLANNING ACTIVITIES '

C116-ify overall group planning, procedures.

LEADER'S DIAGNOSTIC QUE47TIONS:

IC3a

44*,

124

What has been done to clarify the scope of
involvement'in planning?

Who is responsible.for assuring appropiiatt involvement
from the administration? The teachers? Community
and students?

Wha-st assurance is there that the directions and /w'r

parameters for planning activitifis are Clearly
understood?

What process will lead to a summary of the 41101t5
agreed upon' during discusgions'or meeting? .

Who is responsible forgmaking clear, wit006
description of what Will be done.before your next
visit as an outsidp facilitator? To whom should
this be distributed?

112
\
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.TASK OR ACTIVITY:
. .

T-

ESTABLISHING A aYSTEt. .fQJ "MANiAGEMENT
AND- MON'ITORING OF THE &PLANNING

ACTIVITIES .

.

. .

, .
-,

Manage and monitor the instructional Ilannin's process ill° ,.

LEADER'S DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIONS:
!

How can the decision-Agking
.4

process be aseesspd?- How can.the
_exploration of alterpativos be encouraged?

What tasks have been identified to carry out the proposed
objectivoi of this instructional plinning?

Is.there agreement-reg#rding the nature of these tasks?
Do.the taskS rel.ate meigningfully to_thir objectives? .

Do the observedJactivities of the:plantaiw; group reflect
these tasks?

Have' the tasks been analYzed in terms of the following?
Who is assigned what kind of responsibilities to insure
completion?
What is each task to accomplish? (Description of activities;
needed documentation to support completion)
How is each task to be accomplished? (Directions, standards
and constraints; criteria related to evaluation of planning
effOrt; notes to assure clarity betweln those involved)
When s each task to be completed? (rimelines; deadlines)
What cost factors have been identified for completion
of tasks? (Budgetary allocations; information for

_

monitoring expenditures)

What information has been identified as needed rpgarding
each task?

What information is needed for further decision-making?
What information is needed to monitor the progress of
the planning group?
What-information is needed tor maintaining AxpendiEure
records?
What information is needed.for evaluation purposes?

Who is to receive which information in what form for what
purposes?

114
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TASK OR ACTIVITY: CONDUeTING.PLANNIld ACTIVITIES.

), .

Determine scope of involvement and-your roli'awe facilitator.

LEADER'S DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIONSt

IC3a What has been'done to clarify the scope of.
Anvolvement in planning?,

. 128

PIPTIOPt:2
';

.*;

Who is responsible for aisuring appgdprAt. invol.ve=
merit from that administration? The teacher!?
Community and students?

What aisurance is there that the directions an'd

parameter, for planning activities are clearly
understood?

What,process will lead to a summary of thepoints
agreed upon during discussions or meetings?

Who is responsible for Making a.clear,
written description of what will be done before your
next visit as an outside facilitator? 'Tomhom should \ft
this be distributed?

1

41
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TASIK OR ACTIVITY: ASSESSING THE REASONS FOR CHANGE AND
.1 .

THE SENSE OF OPPORTUNITY FOR MAKING CHANGES
AT THIS .TIME

Determine the climite for change-nat. thiS time.
,

LEADER'S DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIONS:

IIAlb What are the incentives for use of a group problem-"
solving approach to plan instructional improvements?

How can these incentives be made clear to key
persons?

,1.30

What agreements need to be reached regarding these

What cues will you use to determine
need to step back and let the group
of your involvement. (When is help

:

11$

the times you
work independently
ncA helpful?)

Fr

.
4 :
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TASK OR ACTIVITY: DETERMINING COMMITMENTS AND DEV&LOPING :

, INTXRNAL'ADV CY .

IIA2

-,

' - , .

1

Expand awareness.

LEADER'S DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIONS: t%

IIA2a What evidence do you have ihat the school' is really
convinced instructional improvemont is needed?

How are marginally interalted teachers going to be
encouraged to partipipate more actively and .

positively?

What evident outcomes in ter:ad of,professional
development or personal enhancement needs to exist
for all teachers7

Are there identified community or professional
support groups? Opposition groups?

132

Are there special interest groups (religious,
conservative, others?) impacting school direc4ons?

A

How do you as.an outside facilitator become sensitive
to:the mores that influence interactions?_ (Clothes,
mannerisms? Modes of presentations?)

,

A

. 4.
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TASK OR. ACTIVI,TYt . REVIEWING DISTRICT PHI1449PHY
. .

4pxp1oreK,relationship of outslide assiseance to ióhOol philosophy.

it

.

.f134

pupws#e QUiSTIONS:
,

What kinds of interaction'will you dtrUcture for
yoUrself 'in order to obtain makimum information on.
local modes of operation inclu j.pg commonly Watt
beliefs, attitudes and behavib
board mietings,-visit ficulty oiloge, itifend.schodl,1!

CAttend Schoolal ,

staff meetings, informally meet with teachers, tc.)
, o- ;

'What evidence,do you have that.loadirs are reiporisive_
to others in.their decision-mak4g?

Whrtt are ihe indicators'of.-a generalited attitude
toward outside help? How does thisvimpact on'what
you, might do as an outside facilitatár?

What is the attitude of the planning group toward
outside facilitation?

How can resources and athistance available from colleges
and Universities be related to the 'instructional

.planning process?

4.

122
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TASK OR ACTIVITY: GATHERING DATA FROM THOSE WHO WILL BE
AFFECTED By DECISIONS

Explore attitddes toward instrugt4.onal improvement.

LEADER'S DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIONS:

IIA4. What are the existing attitudet toward:

The existing instructional program?

The propOsed effort to plan instructional
improVements,?.

a
, How are these attitudes likely to impactthe
outcomes of the planning effort?

Can the enthusiasm for instructional program
improvement be sharpened by involvement of an
Advocacy leader in this 'subject area?

ik

124
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TASK OR ACT/VITY: DETERHI$ING IF APPROPRIATE'PEOPLE WITH
THE NEEDED SKILLS ARE AVAILABLE.POR .
CARRYING OUT THE INSTRUCTIONAL PLANNING

Explote

LEADER'S
Joi

IIIAl

potentiel capacity of propos_ed planning group.

'DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIONS:

How will' the task force or planning group be:
selected?

Have you'explored the possibility of maxiMum
linvolvement in selecting planning group members?
(e.g.; encourage staff to volunteer to participate)

What has been the result of-discus:Pion Planning -group
membership with -key people?. Cap you make ducated
guesses (hypotheses) regarding skills, knowledge
atild motivatiori of planning-group members?

who are the identifiable teadher leader"s? Are they,/

involved?

Are thre staff who are leaders in their professional
organizations who can be brought in?

Are the persons Selected to serve respected by their-
peers and is this respect exhibited in,the meetings?
If not, what can be done aboutNokt?
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IIB1

",-

TASK OR ACTIVITY: SEEKING TRAINING AND CONSULTAN'I SUPPORT
AS NEEDED

ExPlore available resources for planning, assistance.

LEADER'S

IIIB1

140

DIAGNOSTIC .QUESTIONS:

What are the available resource)11 for supporiing this
planning effort? (Higher education; other agencies,
etc.) How can a team approach to provide planning
support be structured?

et,
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STEP 5: ORGANIZING A TASKTORCE OR PLANNING GROUT,
1

Verifying AuthOrity'ldr Group and Clarifying
Rélationiships

Determining Membership

Identifying Leadership

Th

130
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E. ORGANIZING THE PLANNING GROUP
. _

Working groups for instructiona1 planning effort* are-,

established in a variety of wayse--pa'rticipants may be

te000,pted by an administrator, miky be recruited, may

vidlunteer or meiy be nominated by the school faculty.

Regardless of how membership is established ,the'participants

and thir respective roles should-be clearly identified-

from the onset of activitiee in line with any guiding policies
,

of the district.

A leader (or co-leaders)---for the planning group may'have

been established by assignment; if not, responsibilities

for leadershipishould be settled during initial meetings.

Leadership duties may reasonably rotAte through membership

of the group, but overall responsibility for group actions

should be clear and firm. It is possible that varied

informal patterns of-leadership will emerge during the

instructional improvement process. The faci4tator may need

to assist with coordination between these and the formal

leadership roles.

4111,1
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TASK &ACTIVITY: CLARIFYING THE ADMiNISTRATIVE STRUCTURE

`

' tOR'PLAN'NrM3..;
v* .

Explore existing 1ea1ership.

LEDER'S DIAigNOSTIC QUESTIONS:
?

What is thekformal powerintmdture of th* dialprict?

, To iihot degree fs authotitykdecentral4ze0

How can exiiting administrative stxles'aud organtmational\
leadership be .characterized?

0:1

sk"

.How stable are-positions 'Within the system? Are
indiViduals career bound or pike b*und?' How lang do
they plap to stay wherelt..4ey area t

Has the administration had any experience wph group
.problem-solving in the district? ,,With what dIgree of
success?

A.
-What is the socio-politicil structure of the district?
Where does instructional planning fit in? ..,

Who has the authority,to initiate change activities?
How did the last major:instructional. change get
initiated?

IB2c Is there a group which meets regularly mith the A

superintendent? Does this group support informal
leadership within the school?

What evidence is there that this group will support -

the efforts of the planning group?
,*

146

4.

.What evidence is there that ,the. principal group is
a part of the power structure group? In what decision-
making domain do they appear to be most active?

What evidence do you have that.the real decision-makers
may be different froM the formally identified decision-
makers?

at,

.Who appear to be the people who provide active leadership
an1 direction for. major program efforts? (Title I,

e IVC, Reading Laboratory, etc,)

What Curriculum directions appear to be the results
of the influence of an identifiable group of key
teachers?

132
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TASK 'OR ACTIVITY: CLARIFYING WOR1,CING RELATiONSHIPS WITH
DISTRICT ADMINIVRATION %.

:"1 4, 2,

1"1:V

2 ,

,
%i

Identify existIng ,practiates, proclidgkes, and proce_sses . to . be
followed.

\1/4

LEADER'S DIAGNOSTTC QUE&TIONS: V
,

IB3a ,Who is to be adMillistritOeiy4responSible for _ the
activities bf the plants giFoup?a Are' there ,
administrtgve ccinstrai :eit; mgetings -- how
many, , where :beide; when4lietd.? 3

i-12111i4

As,a7bonsultant, have letkpAshed for clarification
of these. constraints in tOngitinte

What is the relation h tween anstrUctional
program planning and"...textbook adoption?

148

What is the têxtbook -adoptiOn process?

Are regular staf meetitigi held to "Iarovide the
total staff with opportunity, for inVolvement in

school plAnning?

1 341
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01,

TASK-OR ACTIVITIN CLARIMNO WORli,±NG LATTONSHMI
DISTRXCT ADM;NUTRATTON'

ixvlore tho role .of the planning group.
4a

ix,.

-

LEADERvS DIAGNOSTIC.OUESTIONS.:.
.

*r.B3c' 104,0, the .perioni appointed to.theCplanning groUp4Uill-
.,.

4,cloar undirstanding Of.what they age being
isked,toa

do?, (Mould i writtehHbrOchUte."Okat lOoks Ogficial. .Y...:,'.14iIA

and provide* statUs' and recogn*tiop tc$ the particUminti-.,. A.

be-helpful?) .
.:,' . .

.r
.k;t,.

0 . . ,
,

31
What are the pOliiical-impficationestablishing*!..

,

group problem-solving:progeis? ., : .

,
.,

:

. ,.

_What are you doing 1:10-identify the "poweetpeople
within the .planning grOup? HOk Will you-use this
infOrmation to fecilit nniate plahgl .

,

. . .:,

, What administrators' Outside talleryl,anning group should
be.at the first meet4ngto intrOduce personov.o.r lir,

,

-, supOort to What 'might be thought of as a "kiciOffr .,

,

nmeting?
,

11

. ', 41(
Wn.1 the planning group make-decisions or recommendations,

,.
To whom will they report?' Keep informed'? .

With what form of dommunicationwill thi* inieraciiOn
_ be maintained?

,

'What is your"role ai an puraide faCilitator

whO is yourcentral ogfice contact?. z'hi 4
relattOnship which will maximize the effectiveness
of the'group or should this relationship be further
negotiated? What are the iMplications if this person
is, or-is not, in a line relationship .with the sChool
prinCipal?

) ,Are -the school's expectations of you as an outside
facilitatOr Clear? Are your. 'expectations of the
school clear? _,

,

, What Ogres of-freedom will,be given' you as an outside
. faciliiator to operate *ithih the distridt? The

( school?

150
a
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TASK OR ACTIVITY: ;CONDUCTING,FLAMING ACTIVITIES
0,

a

Facilitate group prociisses.

LEADER'S'OIAGNOSTIC QUESTINS:

IC3b . How are you maintaining sensitivity to personal/ ,

individual concerns which might affect the planning
process?

152

What 'are the hidden agendas reflectingdspeciai
cpncerns, beliefso, attitudes, etc.? (What games
are people playing3)

".

As at outside facilititor, what.process do you
plan to use that win lead to a summaiy of.the
pdints agreed upon during the discussion or
meeting?

,

138
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IIA2

TASK OR ACTIVITY: -DETERMINING COMMITMENTS AND
DEVELOPING INTERNAt ADVOCACY

Proviae,encouragment and support for participants.

LEADER'S DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIONS:

IIA2b What -organizational development training activities
might be helpful to this group?

154

How can persons who might be threatened by the
planning process or outcomes be helped to see
thesA activities in relation to their own role
more positiuely?

Are there individuals who have to have credit for
the things being -done? Why is this important to
theM?

110
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IIB1

.TASK OR ACTIVITY: PROVIDING NEEDED ORIENTATION AND
INFORMATION REGARDING PLANNING ACTIVITIES

Y

Forest information needs.

LEADER'S DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIONS:

What does the planning group need to know to
successfully carry out ihstructional planning?
'Does the group have enough baseline information to
initiate the process?-

Are all persons likely to be affected-by-the planning,
process involved/aware of what's happening?

43,
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TASK OR ACTIVITY: PROVIDING TRAINING AND CONSULTANT
ASSISTANCE TO IMPROVE EFFECTIVENESS OP
INSTRUCTIONAL PLANNING

Fotecast assistance needs.

LEADERS DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIONS:

IIC1 How much and what kind of technical assistance could
be most helpful?

Who is responsible for determining how technical
assistance is to be used and what issues will
be addressed?

Who determines the person or agency to provide
technical assistance?

I.

158
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IID1

TASK OR ACTIVITY: ESTABLISHING AND IMPROVING INTERNAL AND
EXTERNAL COMMUNICATION CHANNELS

Explorsextern#1 communication .cheInnels.

LEADER'S DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIONS:

IID1b What is the profile of the flow of information
regarding tnstruction -from outside groups into the
district? (Who communicates what kinds of information
to wham?) Nhat structures or practices influence
the internal distribution of this information?

Are there limits regarding the sharing of information
within the district?

160
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IID2

TASK OR ACTIVITY: DOCUMENTING AND COMMUNICAT/NG INFORMAT/ON
ON PLANNING ACTIVITIES

Monitor planning process.

LEADER'S DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIONS:

IID2 As an outside facilitator what information do you
need and how do you get it? What mechanisms will
insure that you are aware of critical activities arid
decisions whic13, may affect the planning procssga

1.

162 /18
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t

TASK OR ACTIVITY: ANALYZING EFPECTIWENESS OF EXIST/NG
COMMUNICATION CHANNEL AND1 NEW
COMMUNICATION EFFORTS

Review effectiveness.of existing communication.,

LEADER'S DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIONS:
..

IID3 How consistent are the attitudes and in ormatiOn
you receive? What can you do to undIrs and reasons
for lack of consistency? k

9

164

Have you given consideration tO your role\as an
outside facilitator and the related resporisibilities'
you have as a major influence on-the planning.
activities.of this school? 'Have you reaolVed potential
conflicts between expectations of your agenay or ,

project and those of the school you are srvtng? --

How do interpersonal relationships potentially
affect the outside facilitator relationship? How is
this related to maintenance of a support base?
To potential conflict of interests? To exploitation
of the situation? To possible diversion of interest
and efforts?

Is there a closed, informal communication system
operating in the district (or school)?
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TASK OR AdTIVITY: SEEKING TRAINING KND CONSULTANT
$UPPORT.AS NEEDED

Consider needed assistance.

LEADER'S DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIONS:

4ikti

V

IIIBlb What is the most productiye 'way td explore the use
. of technical assiStanc9, with the ,planning, group?

What is your role in Obviding this assistance?

47,, .....
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TASK OR ACTIVITY: ASSESSING AVAILAaLE RESOURCES FOR
CARRYING OUT PLANNING

Explore existing resources.

LEADER'S DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIONS:

IIIC1 What steps can be taken to help the planning group
identify all possj.ble resources for instructional
planning and program implementation?

168

7

What existing resources are available and how can
they be used most effectively to improve this
planning activity. Are the resources adequate to
work on this level of the problem?

Have there been recent levy losses? What impact
does this have?

What aspects of the school budget must the outside
facilitator understand to help the group plan
effectively?

15,1

a
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STEP 6: INITIATING METIiIGS AND DETERMINING TARGET'
IPOPULATIONS

Developing Agendas and Scheduling Meetings

Reviewing Roles of Committee Members

Developing Common Understanding Regarding
Currdnt Situation and Expectations for
Plannihg Outcomes

Setting Patterns for Communicating Results
of Committee Meetings

1-)
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F. INITIATING PLANNING GROUP ACTIVITIES

A plan of operation and a timeline should be

established i:+1, the planning group. Targt dates for
.

actions or decisions should be set and roles/responsibiaities 1/4:

for eaoh member should be estalimihid. ,Decisions on

operation, roles, responsibilities, actions and timelbie

should be put in written form; all group membeis and key

IS

I

'M

administrators need a copy of,the written plan.

1 5 7 173
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IIA2

TASK OR-ACTIVITY: DETERMINING COMMITMENTS AND DEVTLOPING
INTERNAL ADVOCACY

Provide encouragement and foster commitment to planning.

8

LEADER'S DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIONS:

IIA2b , Is there evidence that attitudes of some teachrs .

are not positive?

What needs to be done to.further develop motivation
and capacity for instructional improvement?

7

nhat type of encouragement is to be provided the planning
group to maintain their efforts? When?

IIA2c Why are planning group members really there?
Professional growth? Representation? Was the
planning group "loaded" in certain directionsq How'
will this influence commitments to decisions?

What needs tO be done to get firm commitments to the
planning for instructional improvement? What have
you identified as evidence of a firm commitment?

What additional agreements need to be made at
this time and how can that be done? Do.earlier
agreements need to be confirmed or reevaluated?

What efforts are being made to elicit community support?

Are there rifts between community and school which may
influence proposed changes? Sh6uld something be done
to specifically address them? If so, what?
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IIC3

44iN_

rTASK OR ACTIVITY: PROVIDING OPPORTUNITIES TOR THOSE 15
INVOLVED TO GAIN SKILLS NEEDED MI
INSTRUCTIONAL IMPROVEMENTS

Assess needed training.

LEADER'S. DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIONS:

IIC3 What training may be needed prior to problem
clarification by the planning group?

What is the best way to train the group in
problem-solving while solving their own problem?

.176

60
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IID1

TASK OR ACTIVITY: ESTABLISHING AND IMPROVING INTERNAL AND
EXTERNAL COMMUNICATION.CHANNELS

Review internal communications.

LEADER'S DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIONS:

IIDla With whom should information on the needs
assessment be shared and in whit form?

What feedback from key persons is needed prior to
taking next steps?

178

a
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IID2

TASK OR ACTIV.ITY:- DOCUMENTING AND COMMUNICATING INFORMATION
ON PLANNING ACTIVITIES

4

Assess adequacy of information on planning activities.

LEADER'S DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIONS:

IID2 Is there information not presented at planning,
group meetings which you need as-an outside
facilitator? What is this information? How
do you get it?

How are you organizing and monitoring
inkormation on the process to meet your,needs
as a facilitator?

'Does the group need to review and consider
modifications in the way information is paintained
on the meetings?

What is done with the information on meetings?,

What are 'you doing as an outside facilitator to
keep various key people informed? Doyou have
enough information about those things everyofie
needs to know?

1,80

401.
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11D3

TASK OR ACTIVITY: ANALYZING EFFECTIVENESS OF EXISTING
.COMMUNICATION CHANNELS AND NEW
COMMUNICATION EFFORTS

Review feedback.

LEADER'S DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIONS:

11D3

182

/

What is the method by which committee meMb
reporting to and getting information from
ents? What information is being received
feedback to further planning efforts? In

context is this information used?

What interpretations are staff members making
of the information they receive? What 4
experiences contribute to these interpretations?

ens tre
constitu-

what
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STEP 7: ASSESSING INSTRUCTXONAL PROGRAM

the Program Empirically

In-dept Analysis of High Priority,

Examining

Conducting
Needs

Using Both Formal and Informal Needs
Assessment as Basis for Group Discussion

Clarifying Points of View Regarding Program
and Program Changes

a



G. ASSESSING THE /NpTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM

The focus of the problem statement phase of
;

instructional improvement.offortit' is th6 assessment of

the existing school situation and the identification of

priority. needs. Activities aCthis phase, therefore,

should be related to gathering formal ard'informal data

that yield information so that the planning-group can come

to ayretment on "whorl we are" as.compared to "whore we

'ought/would like to be.", Analysis of data can certainly

lead.to divergent opinions, so time and effort needs

to be taken in the planning group meetings to work toward

consensus about the current school situation as revealed

by the assessment. It is also extremely important that

the facilitator help the group establish and maintain

clear expectations for potential outcomes of the effort.

187

169
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TASK OR ACTIVITY: CONDUCTING PLANNING ACTIVITIES

Facilitate group processes.

LEADER'S DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIONS:

Can task force members reach consensus on major and obvious
problems before the assessment process begins? Are there data
to support these observations?

- How can you identify,and use group interaction
techniques for fa6ilitating.group involvement?

and communication

How could conducting a brainstorming session or other group
interaction technique facilitate planning?

What are you doing to identify and diagnose conflict situations
and provide techniques for coping with conflict?

4IV

188
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GOVERNANCE/MANAGEMENT

NOTES:
I

Are appropriate persons-being involved in,the program
assessment process?

Yes
No.-14 not, who is not being involved and why? .

sr

Have the activities of this building been moving along
as *alined?

Yes
Reasonably close enoligh
No If not, what have you

things moving?
don (or will do) to keep

Which of.the following techniques have you employed to
exemplify facilitating group interaction:

ENCOURAGE PROBLEM-SOLVING, SK=LS

Problem identification techniques
Brainstorming
Force field analysis
Other (identify)

ENCOURAGE COMMUNICATION

*1/N

Listening and saying
Giving and receiving
Using buzz groups
Other (identify)

ENCOURAGE PROCESS SKILLS

SKILLS

skills
feedback

Analyzing group interaction
Prioritizing options
Clar3fying goals
Other (identify)

OTHER THINGS I HAVE DONE:



IIA2

TASK.OR ACTIVITY: DETERMINING COMMITMENTS AND
DEVELOPING INTERNAL ADVOCACY

Foster commitment and ownership.

LEADER'S DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIONS: '

How can the outside facilitator work effectively with the
existing biases which may influence decision-making?

What does the outside facilitator do to secure district
commitment to the information which is provided?

How important is it that there be consensus on the problem
-definition? How is this consensus related to a sense of

ownership?

Do teachers perteive the planning process to be productive? .

Do they feel they are productive and have the power to change
or carry out decisions?

190 1
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IIA3P

TASK OR ACTIVITY:. REVIEWING THE DISTRICT PHILOSOPHY

Explore factors influencing implementation of a school
philosophy.

LEADER'S DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIONS:

What philosophical positions are held by the people in the
content field in which planning is being done? To what
degree is there resistance tb any change?

What seems to be the norm in terms of teact4g methodology,
homework, student management, etc.

Have changes been the result,of purchasing a new textbook
series or has the staff been involved in developing
materials/programs which have fostered change efforts?

192



KNOWLEDGE/SKILLS/ATTITUDES

NOTES:

1

Has adequate consideration been given to the. clarification
of district and building philosophy in planning group
discussions?

1

Yes
Maybe
No If not, how will you encourage this clarification:

1

4
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I/

TASK OR ACOVITY: GATHERING DATA FROM THOSE WHO WILL BE
AFFECTED BY DECISIONS

S.

Explore positive/negative aspects of data ggthered.

LEADER'S DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIONS:

How cah the outside facilitator emphasize positive elements
when assesstent reveals serious or multiple instructional
problems?

Are individuals likely to become defensive or can they'be
encoutaged to see this as an,oppor.tunity to learn and
improvö?

194
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IIB1

TASK OR ACTIVITY: PRGVIDING NEEDED ORfENTATION ,AND
INFORMATIONOREGARDING PLANNING ACTIVITIE

Facilitating,the change procac.

LEADER'S DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIONS:

What infprmation from the Literature on planned chanq, do you
need to be aware of at this time? /7

196
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IIB2

TASK OR ACTIVITY: COMPILING INFORMATION ON,EXISTING PROGRAM

Determgne the target'group.

LEADER'S DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIONS:
.

,

What ii.the.40.nd of population to be seiVed? Ho, w transient
. is it?. qf

-How would you charaCterize the nature of the tar et group?

Are the:re cultural or ethnic..factors. to,be considered?
/'

a

.."

198
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TASK OR ACTIVITY:' ANALYZING EFFECTIVENESS OF
EXISTING COMMUNICATION CHANNELS AND NEW
COMMUNICATION EFFORTS

Gathering and analyzing data.

LEADER'S DIAGNOSTICE QUE8TIONS:

Is communication effective?

Can the planning group agree on which charts will provide
critical data?

When assertions are made-without backup data can you ask
committee members, "How cAn you tell?"

200
k-%

fir
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KNOkEDGE/SKILLVATTITUDES

NO"rES:

,Is the planning group receiving adequate.information on
'topics of concern2

Mb IMMO..
Yes
Probably
No If not, what information is lacking?

,

/1-

t,11

13

14.
1
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STEP 8: DEVELOPING A SITE SPECIFIC PROBLEM STATEMENT
AND ESTABLISHING GOALS

Clarify*ng Problem Statements and Verifying
Perceptions ,

Conducting-Group Decision-Making to Achieve
1 Consensus on ProbleMs

Establishing'Goals and Ob)ectives

id

A

sa,

'
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TASK OR ACTIVITY: ASSESSING THE REASONS FOR CHitNGE AND THE
SENSE OF OPPORTUNITY FOR MAKING CHANGES
AT THIS TIME

Clarify issues regarding, instructional problems.

LEADWS,DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIONS:

IIlc Is this content area a top priority at this.time?"

206

, .

What 'problem statements are actually. expressionsv
of, preferred solutions or, symptioms and what_
strateigy can yob use to ge't a mopf.adequate
description of the situation? '.

Are there key individuals who haye a s!solution"
in mind and s6e .problemIdefinition as,a process
of validation?

what Wa are problem statements i.elated to

personal ceptions?

,How do you determine.the "real" problems?
How do you encourage the school,to look at t e
"real" problems?.

Howrserious are staff about dging arlYthing other
,than validating theepresent.pra6tices?.

0

s
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IIA2

TASK OR ACTIVITY! DETERMINING COMMITMENTS,AND DEVELOPING
INTERNAL ADVCCACY

-r

Expand awareness and foster commitments to planning process.

L'EADER'S DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIONS:

IIA2a °What differing educational values Ire impacting_
on th4ls instructional improvement process?

What techniques can be used' for increasing the.
group's ability pp clarify individual values
regarding ingXruction?

What skilaa.will be required to achieve consensus
on program directions?

I1A2c Have all appropriate-persons had an opportunity to
participate fn some way up tb this point?

208
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IIB4

TASK OR ACTIVITY; REVIEWING ADEQUACY OF DECISIONS

Relate decisions to the problems.

1.1

LEADER'S DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIQNS:

II134a Do the needs assessment data jupport the problem

statement?

210

*
is there general agreement among the total staff
that this is a real problem?

Do the goals and objectives reflect the identified

needs?

Sf)

1-
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IID1

TASK OR ACTIVaTY: ESTABLISHING AND IMPROVING INTERRAL
AND EXTERNAL COMMUNICATION CHANNELS

Improve internal communications.

LEADER'S DIAGNOSTIC OUESTIONS:

IIDla What percentage of.the district, or site, faculty
know about the wOrk of the task or planning group?

Isdpere a constant flow of communication and
feedback to appropriate personnel?

212

How can the group best get and maintain the
support of key decision makers? How can they
be brought aboard regarding the direction
of the planning to facilitate securing their
approval when required?

What questions regarding the problem statement
are being avked?

Do these questions suggest a need to reqire the'
problem statement for better clarification and
communication?'

Does-ale statemen in its final form communicate
the nature of the problem to be sblyed in the
clearest possible manner?
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. STEP 9: .SUMMARIZING PRIORITIES IN RELATION TO THE,DISTRICT
PHILOSOPHY

Prioritizing Needs

Establishing Criteria for Selection of Solutions.

,

ip0
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IC2'
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V.

TASK OR ACTIIIITY: ESTABLISHING A SYBTEM FOR MANAGEMENT
AND MONITORING or THE PLANNING
Aet/VITIES

amt

7

Develop,a management system.

LEADER'S DIAGNOSSIC QUESTIONS:

What monitoring'system can be used to assure tbat data
are collected which will help identify priority needs?

0

.41P
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IIA3.

TASK OR ACTIVITY: REVIEWING DISTRICT PHIIi0SOPHY

Assess understanding of school philosophy.

LEADER'S DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIONS:

IIA3a Does the district here a written district
-philosophy statement?'

. If there is no written di8trict philosophy can
members of the-planntng group interview key
persons who would des6ribe what the district
philosophy:really, is? ,

What questiont--Ahovld they ask in the
interview? )

220

Can the-philosophy be verified?

4

Do committee members feel satisfied thivt a
district philosophy has been identifed?.

In what ways are priorities related to obIectively
assessed needs2 In what ways are'pribrities related
to individual or personal ideas or concerns? Is

there an appropriate relationship between these?

Will meeting the identified needs haiVe an impact

on student achieveMent?

Whidh needs are a priority according to district

philosophy?

a

4
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TASK OR ACTIVITY: REVIEWING ADEQUACY-OF DECISIONS.

Relilew problem statement and priorities.

'LEADER'S DIAGNOSTIC QUEgTIONS:

IIH4a Was the original problem statement modified or
\changed during. the.planning process? If sd, how?.
What were the reasons?

,Is there a written priority list? Is it the
outgrowth of the planning process? If'nbt,
_what fadtors conttibuted to its formation?,

222.

Has tile target population changed since the .

beginning of the process?

198' 4
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TASIC OR ACTIVITY:, SEEKING TRAINING AND CONSULTANT ,SUPPORT
AS,NEEDED

Facilitate use of assistance.

A

LEADER'S DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIONS:

NA. V

IIIBlb- What steps need to be taken to remove barriers
in requesting assistance? What-resources are

0 currently available for providing help? What
alternatives'exist for meeting requests which
extend beyond available resources? What overall
limitations are likely to. exist?

. 224
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.TH.IRD PLANNING STAGE: MApNG A, DECISION REGARDING
ALTZIMATYVEli

The goa/l of -this 'stage -to -make a deciiibn
regarding' alternatives which meet 'Criteria, for
solving the identified. problem. -1'

ol

Sunested Process Outcome Check:
4 The outcoMe of this stage 'should be a- decision ta

,adopt or adapt a specific program alternative or to initiate

the development- of specific instructional modifications

to the existing program.

f

227
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II , V.
MAKITN A ,DECISION REGISLWG-ALTIONATDOS

ft 1..

When a concise probaelil stateient, accompanied by,

clear. selActio0 criteria, haS.-bilen forMulated, the searCK ;

A .

v

for an' appropriate solution cin begin. A wide ,range of

sources of information or instructionalalternitives

exists (ERIC, NiE catalog, 01101RIUN, labs and center,s, SEA

"Promising Practices," etc.) . It may, be besi.\for a few

-key individuals with content expertise to review the.

large body of information' on effec'tive, programs in order

to select a number witich seem to have potential for matChing

identified needs.

It is helpful if a wide range of potential solutions .

are reviewed by the planning group with those appearing to

have the morst potential identified via this process. Indepth

materiaAs may then be obtained for those progrms meriting

furtifer,..ékp1oration.40

It is iMportant for appropriate.individuals.to be
.,

invOlyed in the decision-making process. A sense of ownership,

commitment and-'stOpart for a proposed solutiOn are critical

fictors in successful,change efforts and these will not be"

Tresent W4thgut iippropriate involvement:- The tar/et-group

for change'-sheuld -be involved at this stage of the Anstructional

1

improvement 'proc*ss or-ounership may not be transferred

from,the".selection group-to the.group implementing the

-selected alteinative.

1f-the solution selicted does not address all facets

of",the original'Problem statement or if ,Some selection
,t

,293
229
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criteria were unmet, then it can be hei.prul to formulate

plini for compensating
I

for these discrepancies t this point.

#4.
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STEP 101" SELECTING FROM AMONG PROGRAM ALTERNATIVES AND
DEVELOPING A STATEMENT OF.UNRESOLVED NEEDS

Reviewing Effe tive Programs

Matching Need, with Potential Solutions

Matching Sele6ted Program Alternatives to
Criteria

Deciding on a Course of Actio

viewing the Outcomes Sel cted for
C nsistency with the Needs of the.Site,'
Compromises with Original Problem Statement
and Adherence to Criteria

Making Decisions Regarding trimet.Needs

.0) t

4
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N. t;

TASK OR ACTIVITY: CLARIFYING WORKING RELATIONSHIPS WITH,
DISTRICT ADMINISTRATION

4"
EXplore the role of the plannifig'groulp in working with others.

LEADER'S

IB3c

234

DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIONS:

How much supp9rt will this problem statement'
generate?

Does the adminitràti'on' agre with (or approve)
the problem statement?

11
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IIA2

V

TASK OR ACTIVITY: DETERMI&ING COMMITMENTS AND
DEVELOPING INTARNAL AbVOCACY

Expand awareness regarding alternatives and foster
commitment through involvement.' ,

LEADER'S DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIONS:

IIA2a. How can you astless resistance to the us'of
. research findings?

IIA2b

IIA2c

2 36

How.can the clients be assured that research can
be translated into effective clasaroom activities
fog them? How can teachers be assisted to see
research"outcomes, such as validated.programs,.
as a means to instructional'improvement?

Is there evidence that the planning process has
contributed to staff polarization around some issues?
If so, which ones and why? What can be d8he tcS'

,,- resolve these'differences?

Is there someone-aVailable to assist in the
resolution of these differing perceptions?

Is the process of making decisions on.n
directions contributing to a sense of lership,
for the totaVitaff?

Which staff members are least likely to have a
sense of ownership? What can be done to encourage
a sense of ownership on their part?

How can you foster awareness of the:potential
benefits of a given alternative.prOgram
selection? Are Planners aware also of the
limitations of each alternative?

V '1.1
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IIB2
4

TASK OR ACTIVITY: COMPILING, INFORMATION ON EXISTrNG
PROgRAM

S.

Compile information on program history.

R'S DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIONS:
,

ego \

IIB2a Whit Ixas been the history of .program ch1ri4es in
this school? ,Have 'there, been sutcesses? Failures?
What have been,the causes of these stiqcesses and

failures? What are the iMplications for current
plinning efforts?

What kinds of program change iethis school ieady
for at this time? What parameters are defined bk
the situation?

1

S.
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KNOWLEDGE/SKILLS/ATTIWDES

NOTES: What previous efforts hive luken tad* by the building
to implemeni solutions to the problem identified?
(During the past tvio yeasts)

What was the.outcome of these e'fforts?

st
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IIH3

TASK OR ACTIVITY: PROVIDING INFORATION ON'EoUCATIONAL
RESEARCH AND PROGRAM ALTERNATIVES

,

Provide i f rmatiOn on program optlions.

LEADER'S DIAGNOSTIC aUESTIONS:

IIH3a What sources are available from which information
can be obtained regarding' alternatives?

Information on research?
Information on products?
Information on techniques?
Information on promising practices?

Have both ejated cpmmercial and non-commercial
materials been identiTied?

4

240

Has the search for products been directly related
to expressed needs?

Do available packaged 'Materials adequately represent
the programs?

Do they contain material worth reviewing?
Can decisions be made froi-EHM?

Have materials been updated? On what basis has
this update been done? Have they been modified
on the basis of experience with themZ

What needs to be done to provide information on
research and development outcomes in usable form?

To what extent do you see yourself as an advocate'
for exemplary program alternatives as contrasted
with.responSibilities for assisting the planning
group' to objectively evalkaate all alternatives?
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KNOWLEDGE/SKILLS/ATTITUDES

NOTES

.(jr:" ,

With el* information you have, do you antio4pato any
dikficulties in finding and implementing solutions tm the
problemidentifled in the buidling?

Yes If yesfs describe briefly.
Maybe
No

What plans have been made fmr assisting ihe planning group
4 in the process of "matching" program alternatives to ;

criteria?

r
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IIB3

TASK OR ACTiVITY: PROVIDING INFORMAirIoN ON EDUCATIONAL
RESEARCH AND PROGRAM .AtTERNATIVES

Facilitate effective use of available information.

T\

LEADER'S DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIONS:

IIB3b Have selection criteria been written in a form which
facilitates a review process? On what are they based?
What are the latest research findings regarding the
Problem that has been identified? Are they reflected
in the selection criteria?

Can materials be put in "planning group" language to
facilitate review? (How do we make this information
more digestible?)

How does the recipient of information evaluate what
has been received? IS this process structured?

Is there a systematic process of review\to'
insure objectivity?

L-

Doeq the group have a plan for reviewing materials
and the skills to carry it out? How should the
relative merits of diffevant programs be, determined?

How are materials delivered to the committee members?
Does this process foster careful review? What are

the alternative procedures planning group members
meight use in reviewingreffective programs?,

How is review information organized for consideration
by the total planning committee?

How can the planning group be aisisted in recognizing.

the stFengths and weaknesses ot current evaluation/
validation,procedure??
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KNOWLEDGE/SKILLS/ATTITUDES

NOTES:
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Whiplinfqrmation necd torAlele6ting the best
solution to -the "problera wace%cout14/to be lacking
during th selectiOrt
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IIB4

TASK OR ACTIVITY: REVIEWING ADEQUACY OF DECISIONS

Determine unmet meeds. ,o0;

LEADER'S DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIONS:

IIB4a gow can_a rating.scale be used effectively to
identify the degree of match,betWeen program
alternatives And.the

What needs remain 'unMit bythe progiam selection?

What provisions for these unmet needs will satitfy
their particular advocates?

244
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KNOWLEDGE10444/MVITUDA

NOTES:'
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(.

';
\4f' ,

tr,

'Which group or individuals were instrumental\in recopmok,nding.

programs-or other -materials to be selected for milót4.ng this' ,

. identified' neds0
,,r

/

Did thii group differ from those involved in identify0g
the problem?

.Yes If yes, how?
No

1)

What particular features of the school a4d/or dA.striàt
(characteristics of staff/. quality of leidership, support
from principal, community, etc.) fattilitted or hindered
the solution seleetion proce

-r

ss?.

e
Was it necessary to revise or modify the original problem
identification stateinent in any way durin4 solution seleption?

Yes, If yes, how and by, whom?
No_

9.

,

9.



TASK OR ACTIVITY: PROVIDIN9 TRAINING AND CONSULTANT
ASSISTANCE TO IMPROVE EFFECTIVENESS OF

INSTRUCTIONAL PLANNING .

-

Provide support for decieion=making.

LEADER'S DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIONS:

IIC1 What technical assistancs might be helpful to
expldre the degree of match between program alternatiVes
and the criteria?

#

4$ ,

4
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FOURTH PLANNING STAGE: DEVELOPING AN IMPLEMENTAT N PLAN

FiFTH PLANNING STAGE: INSTALLATION OF DECISION AND
RO

The goal of these stages is to develop
implementation plan, organize for insta
new program materials and assess the e
of the new program. /

Suggested Process Outcome Check:

effective
ation of
activeness

The outcome of these stages shouVd be a written

implementation plan detailing who does what, when, and

how with which resources to implement the decisions which

have been made. Additionally, a summary of the program-

evaluations with recommendations regarding future directions

of the program should be completed.

..
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_IMPLEMENTATION PLANN/NG AND INSTALLATION OF DECISIONS

Introduction

Planning for implementation Of decisions (8tari ry).

Implementation of ikny change, however large or small,

requires,,that attention be paid to a variety of deiails to

ensure' a mooth tr,ins tion. During the planning stage it

is iipportant tod.teynin. responsibilities for managing the

mahg details emanating from Ochango effort.

..

,Issuos which will be addressed in the implemOritation

section Of this manual include:

. Planning for management of,the implementation process

Planning for changes regarding personnel roles and
assignments

MJ
Planning for material acquisitioni and physical
changes to aCcommodate implementat4on

Determining criteria for evaluation ,

Installing the new program, and assessing effectiveness
t

(Stage V). The installation o'f s new program is the point

at which all of the planning and preparation become operationalised. *,

It is the physical act of,doing what all involired had decided

to do.

It is important.that the effectiveness of the effort

be assessed irvtermi of both process and pro,ict and that
I;

provision be *made to al ow !or both formati e and summative

valuation information o be utilized. Further, it is

,critical that an'ongoing,monitoring system is operitional

so that needed protiram adjustments, modifications or

changes occur in a timely fashion and before serious problems

develop.

221
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Issues which will be addressed in the- installation section

of this manual inciudit

Installing program changes idnttfind in
implementation plans

Establishing management activities, and an inservice
'schedule .

A

Monitoring the implimentation of program plans

Evaluation program improvements

\

''
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H. Planning for Management of the ,;Rplomentation Prjocess'

It can be advantageous to use a task, time and

responiibility planning matrix so'that each detail of

,the implementation process is specifiFally assigned, although

specific strategies for preparing a ystematic plan will

vary from school to school. In some schoOii, individuals

miy,yrepare separate plans for the various com multi of a

progi41 which are then consolidated into on master plan;1

in otlI schools the planning group may complete tho,plan

as a group effort. In either casef what is most important

is that' the plan is put in writing, that all involved have

an opportunity to review th? plan and make input for modifi-

cation, and that the total staff, including administrators,1,
are familiar with it. (See appendix C for sample forth)

Various decisions in a plan for installing a new

program .call for authoriziation and/or clearance before .

the plans can be opefrationalized. A section in the implemen-

tation plan which identifies who milst approve what and

at what point can facilitate the installation process and

provide for smoother actaptations as needed.

Managing the Installation Process

The installation of program changes can proceed 'more

smoothly if a comprehensive written plan for management'

exists. Ideally', responsibility for overall management

of tiNe implementation is clearly established and known td

all involved as installation begins. The specification of

the taskS which correlate with objectives of the program
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and the assignment of responsibilities-for ebh tasIc can

bring cleat nd cohesiveneseto tho installation process as

guided'by the imptomentationjplan. The specification of these--

tasks can help staff visualize the operation of the program

change to know "what our school is going to look like."

Mbdifications and adjustments.can be expectel(during the

course of program installation =A information on the progress

of installation 4111 be needed by various groups. The use of a

systematic written monitoring plan (following objectives) can

be extremely useful for assuring the, gathering of information

for these purposes. Dcicions about who needs what information

for what purposes regarding tasks provide the most hlpful

directives for'establishing a monitoring plan.

1. gaa_zer_j_KBjInelRolesdAd.ustnPlanninforchanesReard4.xenlents

,Even though majo changes in role and assignment are not

always necessary with the implementation of something new, some

at

changes in task, attitude andsworking arrangement will occur.f

It is critical that the planning whicit takes plape assures

a readiness and capability for the necessary changes on the

part of those who are affected. Included are factors related

to inservice training or staff development, as well as a general

awareness of what the changes will really mean for each indivi-

dual and for the total group:

Program change may call for new staff assignments or for

modifications in an'existing staff plan. Both implementation

and evaluation will be facilitated if the written plan clearly

specifies assignments and job descripti,ons f6mprell,personnel

1

involved.
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If additional personnel need to be qdded for the'

assignment the reationship to existing staff responsibilities

should be clearly specified. This is also important if

particular staff memgers are to function),in a specialized

role for the new program The responsibilitil% of any,new

role, and 'any boundaries impacting on it, need to be clear

to all involvee in installation.

.. Program changes ma at times involve less than a total'

staff. An implementat_on plan which specifies exactly who

is participating and in what capacity can prevent undue

confusion during installation of the program.
'a

2. Scheduling Transition of a New Program

A well planned tjneline which covers all,tasks, events

and decision points isicrucial for smooth installation. The

more clear and specific the schedule, the easier to assess

progress and prevent installation .from bogging down.

The important issues in a transition schedule are that

everyone know what is expected and wheninew activities are

to begin. Confusion around timelines and expectations will

clearly diminish the potential success of the-installation

effort.

I. Ins.Ealling Program Changes Identified in Implementation Plans

In order for program installation processes to occur
1

smoothly and according to the guide developed during

implementation planning, each detail must be checked.

Decisions on the allocation of existing

resources for program needs (materials, perionnel, staff
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derklopment, etc.) are most fficient if made' systematicallY

for the entire installation experience. Various funds are ,4

.
.

.

.4

oftln Used to support the initallation of a new prograta. The
IN

iMplementation plan should identifyNth7se various fOurces of. k

funding which may support different componenti ofhe program.
\".

-

-,..

'If program changes are supported by 'outside funding,:the
.1

identification of resources for continuing the:program is an

important factor to considei from the start of planning.

Unless budget allocations to support the neW program aril sought

early and the commitMent of "hard" funds firmly established,

-programs tend to disappear when outside resources aYo exhausted* .

1. Purchasing Materials

,k-After decisions haye been made as to which materials

are to be purchased, the Primary issues to be resolved are

budgetary considerations -- which budget? what categories?,

and the lead tiMe required in' order that all 4terials will

have hrrived, will have,been prayessed and are eady for use

when the staff has need of them. Assignments of responsibility

for this effort should have been made during the implementation

planning.

It is imperative that necessary materials and supplies be

available and accessible to.staff as the Rrocess of installation

begins1: It is also important to assess what already exists in

the school in order to avoid unnecessary purchasing.

2. .Planning for Material Acquisitions and Physical Change
to Accommodate Implementation

Materials need to be ready and any facility remodeling

needs to'be complete at the time a program is to be implemented.
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3. Arranging for Maintenance and SUpply

It is important tb have a system established wherehy

materials and supplies are maintained in adequate quantity.

Specific assignments for monitoring the tupplies and materials

and for assuring adequate stock will prevent a great many

problems.

While .1.t may be necessary to, provide individual classroom

sets of some non-consumable materials, the use of a Centralized

systom-for,consumablo materials can prove cost-effective and
efficient if managed properly.
4. Organizing Access to Materiils

A common pioblem experienced during installation

efforts is that of having all of the needed materials and

supplies on hand but failing to 'establish the procedures

by which to make them accessikle to the staff. Whether

matdrials are to be kept in a central area' or in the

classrooms, the imiSortant issue is to be sure everyone knows ;-

where the materials will be, how to obtain them, ind the

procedures to use if supplies get low.

5. Determining Criteria for Evaluation

Before plans are made for implementing a change, it is

important that the criteria are established by which success

will be measured. Realistic group developed and supported

evaluative.criteria will go 'far to assure that monitoring

and end poiht evaluation efforts are viewed as positive,

important parts of%the installation process. Failure to

establish written criteria for evaluation'prior to the

actual installation of a program will make it very difficult

22,1 `,
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to make positive use of evaluation data. This, in turn, weakens

any argument for future program modifications.

Effective monitoring information cab help leader. forecast

changes or adaptations in the program which may ned to be

made in the future.

The instructional improvement process is, in realipl.
,

somewhat cyclical rather than linear. Predictions about

"next steps" may be formulated once the installation of a

new program has_begUn;'such fOrectsting keeps the staff moving

toward their "ideal" school situation.

As detailed plans for managing and monitoring the

installation are developed, provision needs to be made for

dealing with problems thai may arise. It is helpful to specify

a person (or committee)rwho has the responsibility and authority

to serve as "trouble shooter;" small problems may be prevented

from becoming crises if action can be taken without undue--

delay. \,

Contingency plans for dealing with possible problems .

are also helpful. For examplev, alternate approaches for

coping with late delivery of materials, schedule changes, etc.,

can be identified at the time written plans are developed. It

is not reasonable to plan for every potentiat difficulty but

school personnel can usually predict possible snags for their

particular situation.

As the installation experience prOceeds, formative eval-

uation data should be providing feedback on modifications needed

that enable the new program to best meet_the school environment.
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Modifications that may be required as t neW program becomes
( s

routinizid can also be predicted.

J. -Support System

'People involved in any level 9f chango,effort Wied both,

technical and psychological support. Support systems,can be:

internal ,to the ichool district or may include outside

agencies that can meet particular needs. An instaliation

experience can,proceed more smoothly if provision is made

for identifying and responding to such needs.

1. Staff Developmen't

Many program changes call for staff development aotivities

so that participants gain hecessary skills and knowledge

prior to initiation of installation. Staff development

actil4ties may be helpful at various points'throughout the

.installation experience and the.provision of such assistance

can be a means of assuring support for staff.

2. Staff Support System 4

Staff involved in change efforts tend to seek psychological

support from cohorts. A systematic design which provides

-teachers with feedback, opportunities for sharing feelings

and problems and which promotes a sense of togetherness and

.reward for the risks invojved is even More helpful.

It is important to plan for assetsing indications of

the level of tension demonstrated by staff regarding program

changes arid taking positive steps to meet needs promptly.

'Levels of tension will.s vary at, different phases of the

installation.experience; prompt,response'to needs which

generate high tensiori levels Can prevent escalation Of such

feelings.

A major aspect of the installation of any new program

which may get overlooked fn the implementation plAnning

stage is that of meeting the psychological needs of those

1
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who are expected to change their way of doing things, The-

.

risk offailuro in new activities and the risk of losing

,

the psychological support bUilt into a system.in which staff

had bat successful are possible consequences of the expected

changes.

Some of the factors the program planner will want tO

consider are: \ \

Developing new patterns of studont.behaviors

Rewards for changes to new,directions

Developing new forms, patterns of behavior

Building language foX the new. programs

Developing teacher advodates(and teacher leaders

4 I

3. ,Communication
- f

Varioui people andgroups have an *interest in the content

and progxess of program change., A systematic plan for keeping

people informed' can.'iseure general support forthe effort.

Presentations,at board or other school group meetings,

articles in local papers &nd newsletters provide means for

assuring that commUnity and parent groups are aware of the

purpose and progress of the progr&M changes. Community support

and invOlvement 1.2 of great importance; -ihese won't be gairied'

if community members are not made aware of what is happening.

It is helpful iO have a plan for informing students of

program changes and how thAy will be affected by those changes..

In some situations, a student advisory committee that assists

in providing feedback far monitoring and evaluating progress

of the installation can-be advantageous.

260
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Individuals participating.4 . the ,chan114...447fort May T

be so plvolved with...theirobwnreeponsiOlitieS that they
1

I

.

,

lose eightof progresifbeing mode in the overall insta)lettOn
!

prOcess. A plan for,4ossuring,open,commUnication among.

participants, particularly on incIdding sc,aam.tlltod for
, .

visually depicting progress, ii.both picductive and
V

supportive. r

SchoO,1 taffs .11Ap particularly interested in,tho, change%

effortii of other,sChools With*theli OWnAistrict. plas

for communicating information About what the, change process'
. _

hasibeen, the program changes being.implemented'and,the
,k '

progress of the-instal1ation,can be potentially useful to

the otlipr schools. ,

4

the'.,sharing ol information about the program changes,

the procAess.being madi-and the initial impact, of the fetrt%

can generate the support essential for institutionalization

of the program

4. Makin5 it Sack IRoutinization)

There are a'number of factors tO be ponsideied if a

new program is to becOm a-permanent rather than temporary'
,

part of the total program.

Specific plinning.for institutionalizing the new

program -- and t'he group iroblem-solving approach to school

improvement -- can be initiated as the installation proceeds.

Policies and guidelines which will supPort permanence of the
v k,

new program can be idntified, or developedo.at this ,time.

AllkMany perman nt items cin sChool'budgets ate ited to stiCh

261
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guidelines) plans which lead o transfer of the new program

from "soft" to "bard".resources.will assist institutionaliza-
k,

tion),

Old programs must be phased out before a new. Program can
.1;

become perManent. ,It is helpful to'plan for removal of,

Materials not applicable,to the new program and eliminate

policies directed-toward maintaining the old. Organizational

structures which supported the old Program should be modified

to support the new program. ,

In summary, it iS important that imahmentation planning

be a deliverate, systematic process. It is equally important,

that kesponsibilities and the eitablished timelines for the

accomplishment of the assigned tasks are clear to everyone.
,4/11(mv

Implementation planning and the installation of a new program

is an'ongoing process which, like the problem-solving process,

is rarely linear. For this reason, the previous discussion

addressed both stages; the workbook sections which follow are

divided into identifiable stages and-steps for purpoSes of,,

, specificity and clarity.
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STEP 11: PLANNING"OR,INPIZNENTATION OF,DECISIONS
t

Oxanning for Management of ImplementatiOU
PrOOess

t
44-ir

r

Planning .for Changes Regarding.personml
Rol* and Assignments

7- Planning for Material Acquisitibns and ,

Physical Changes to Accommodate Implementation

Deiermining Criteria for Evaluation
a

;
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4.

TASK OR'ACTIVITY: CLARIFYING WORKING R*LATIDNSHIPS WITH
DISTIIICT ADMINISTRATION., °

re

Explore impact of program changs on,existing practices
and procedures.

LEADERs:$ DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIONS:
40/

IB3a tax's, new roles, mattaials and Schedules ben dfined
in writing? Have they been cleired with proper
authorities?

I

I

:
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GOVERNANCE/MANAGEMCNT

NOTES:

What aro the steps fRr approving any myram ph5nspos
resUlting in the selection of new prograh materials
-(Includel procedures within the district, but external of
.the school).

,

_.t

Steps to be Taken Initiated by Approved.by
lIndiv. oE OroupT

1.

2.

3.

4.
S.
6.,
7.

Which of the following planning recommendations need tobe
. approved-at the district level?

Needs assessment
Site-specific problem stateMent and goals and objectives
Selection of program alternatives
Program implementation plans

At what point is this district approval required?

'Upon completion of site-specific problem statement and
development of goals and objectives
.Upon selection of a program'alternative
Upon completion of pmgram implementation plans
Other (identify)

-de
-a
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TASK OR ACTIVIn: ASSESSING THE IMPACT.OF INSTRUCTIONAL
MPROVEMENTS ON DISTIOCT ORGANIZATION

Determiite how these activilies will be integrated with
other'district activities.

LEADER'S DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIONS:

IH4a Have the.advantages and disadvantages of a pilot
effort been explored? 'If this is to be a pilot:effort,
is there A long range plan which Wentifies the
developmental seqUence for making it part of the regular
program and id there a comnitment to this long range
effort?

What are the implications of the seleCted alternative_
for district-wide use?.

4t.
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NOTES:

If .conutunity members have been active on the planning group
during he needs assessment process, how will they continue
to be in krild as hew instructional program materials and
tAchniques are implemented?.

How much organizational Change will be required to implement
the selected soluaon?

No needs for chiinge are evident at:this time
Minor changes may -e desirable, bu, not crucial
Some changes may be neceisary toe4f.ctivs1y implement
the solution
Changes in organization are cruciA to the success of
the solution

If changes are desirable or required what can you do to
assist in developing these changes?

'What role is played by each of the following in implementftion
planning?

Planning Group:

Teaching Staff:

Principal:

Disirict Coordinator:

Superintendent:

ipther Central Office Administrators:

School Board:'

Outside Facilitator: q.

Other!'

what-are the steps for approving.the implementation plan?

269
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TASK OR ACTIVITY: ESTABLISHING A SYSTEM INA MANAGEMENT AND
MONITORING THE PLANNING ACTIVITIES

Develop an implementation management system and plan for
monitoring.

LEADER'S DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIONS:

IC2aw What is the mittnagerept system for implementation and
is It ch place?

- -

What will the implementation process involve and how
long a period of time will the process take?

Are check points and evaluation built into the plan?

How wil1 4plans be developed which will insure institu-
tionalization of the improvements?

IC2b Who will assure that individuals assigned,to imPlement
., the plan are.aware of their responsibilities?

.

Who will "trouble shoot" problems that.may develop
during the planning or implementation stages?

How will p rents be,notified so they will know why
changes ar being made and how they will be affected?

\What new skills will teachers fitiêd to learn? How long
,will it take to learn them?. What evaluation should be
implemented at the same time?

270
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GaVERNANCE/MANAGEMENT

..NOTES:

Attach a

I believ
addressed
with what

r

copy of tho written implom4ntation plan.

tlie written implementation plan has Adequatly
the questions of who, whn, where, how, what,
resources.

Yes
No If not, what portion of the plan needs furthor

refining?

More specifica4y, I believe the written plam adequately
addresges the Nalowing:

Yes
Yes

No N/A Physical arrangements/requirements
No N/A Attitude and value perspectives

(necessary to support practice)
Yes No N/A Role and interpersonal, relationships

required
les No N/A Expectations of studnts ,A - C

Yes No N/A Integration with other actiVitipp/programs
Yes No N/A Management and administrativot'equirements

(record keeping, testing, scheduling,
screening, coordination)

If not, what steps do I plan to take to insure thatit the plan
addresses each of these areas?

Attach a 'statement of unmet needs.

Who will have overall responsibility for carrying out the
implementation plan?

If community members have been active on the planning group
during the needs assessment process, how will they continue
to be involved as new instructional prbgram materials
and techniques are implemented?

239
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1C3

TASK OR ACTIVITY: CONDUCTING PLANNING ACTIVITIES

Clarify overall group planning procediires and facilitate
processes.

LEADER'S DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIONS:

1C3a What plans are being developed to incorporate the
improvements-in the overall district instructional
program and administration?

Has the implementation plan been developed in ways
which ar responsive to diagnostic questions listed
under IC of Step 4? (See page 126)

IC3ES What has been done to assure that everyone is aware
of the range of responsibilities and expectations

, regarding program implementation?

Are there individuals who need further clarity regarding
their own responsibilities?

272
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GOVERNANCE/MANAGEMENT

NOTES:

Do you perceive the success criteria Or.,,Atudeint.achievement
as identified in the iMplementation pall to be adequate?

Yes
Maybe
No If not, what might you do to encourage further

considetation of this factoi?

ApOroximate number of meetings of the planning group up
to this point.

Approximate average attendance at each oM these meetings.

Approximate number of hours eit each of these meetings.

what is your overall assessment of procedures used up to date?

Everything is going smoothly
Soma problems, but satisfactorily resolved
Will be all right if some minor changes can be made
The prognosis of success is not good without dhanges

If either of the last two: what atb the obstacles and what
will you do to explore alternatives?

How would you describe your involvement in the assessment 4

process up to this point? (Check as.many as appropriate)

Available as needed
Regular participation to
keep things moving
Worked primarily with
district coordinator
Worked primarily with
other central office person

Participated in. assessment
process the same as planning
group members
'Made several ituggestions
to facilitate process
Served as a leader of the
planning group
Other (explain)

1
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IIA2

NE.

TASK OR ACTIVITY: DETERMINING COMMITMENTS AND DEVELOPING
INTERNAL ADVOCACY

Expand awareness of the implications of implamentation.

LEADER'S DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIONS:

IIA2a 'What has been done to assure that the staff is
.adeguately aware of what the classroom/school
will look like when this new program is implemented?

274
2.1,2
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KNOWLEDGE/SKILLS/ATTITUDES

NOTES:

Is adequate consideration being given to plans for miiini
all teachers aware of the Potential of th solution selected?

Yes, planning for this is in prograls
The need for this planning has been discussed
At this point little, if any, attintion has been given .

to the need

'
.,\

What.specific kinds of things can you do to assist the
staff in becoming aware of the potential of the solution
selected for meeting program needs?

1

What are your perceptions of the enthusiasm for the decision*,
that were made regarding solutions to the Identified problems?

Staff members are enthusiastic about the potential Of
solving their problems with the solutions available

- While some'staff members are enthusiastic, others aro not
The overall reaction of the staff is that this will
'probably wotk as a satisfactory solution
This solution is accepted as the best available, but
not much enthusiasm is evident
Other (explain)

.

Were all staff members who are affected by program changes
involl.red in developing implementation plans?

Yea.
Maybe .

.NO. If not, what is the potential impact of non-involvement
of some staff mem6ers?

41
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IIB2

TASX 'OR ACTIVITY) COMPILING INFORMATION ON EXISTING PROGRAM

.Summarize progress..

LEAbER'S DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIONS:

IIB2a Alio pi going to review, summarize and clarify the
pro1g.es to date?

I.

276
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KNOWLEDGE/SKILLS/ATTITUDES

-NOTES*

4
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1
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TASK 0, A:CTIVITY: REVIEWING ADiQUACY'OF DECISIONS

Assess adequacies of goals and'objectives.

LEADER'S DIAGNOSTIC. QUESTIONS:

IIB4b Are problems emerging because.of lack of clarity of
the. goals and objectives which were developed
earlier in the process? How can these goal4 and
objectives be reconfirmed?

278
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;KNOWLED4E/SKILLSATTiTUDES

NOTES:

*Which of the selection 'criteria wore most influential
in seleciion of a program alternative?

How consistent was this with the establishd gOals and)
objectives?

21

N
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IIC2

TASK OR 'ACTIVITY: PROVIDING TRAINING AND CONSULTANT
. ASSISTANCE RELATED 'TO, OPOSED
INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM NGES

Forecast inservice needs.

LEADER'S DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIONS:

IIC2 What knbwl.edge, skills and strategies will teachers
need to learn?

280

What options exist for providing needed inservice?

How will administrators be involved in staff
development in ways which will help them support
the new program directions?

4

a
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XNOWLEDGE/SKILLSATTrTUDES

NOTES:

Doss the staff impacted by the plans h the necessary
competence to implement the solution arrived'at with a
reasonable &mount of inservico?

Yes b ,N

Maybe
No If noc, what provisions are being made for inservice?

t{

: 9

4
Have inservice needs for implementin% selected program
materiAls or instructional techniques been identifieb

Yes
No

List any apparent needs for inservice.

281



IID1

TASK OR ACTIVITY: ESTABLISHING AND IMPROVING INTERNAI AND
EXTERNAL COMMUNICATION CHANNELS

Improve communication with other groups within the school.

LEADER'S DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIONS:

IID1b .How will school board, parents and the comMunity be
notified so they will know what changes are being
made, why, and the effect of these changes?

282
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KNOWLEDGE/SKILLS/ATTIT DES

141*Mlit,
A

NOTES:

How and when will the community:learn of any program changes?

Q

Who on the Planning group is responsible for insuring
that public relations needs are planned for and carried out?

283
a
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IIIB1

TASK OR ACTIVITY: SEEKING TRAINING AND CONSULTANT SUPPORT
AS NEEDED

Explore availability of inservice support.

LEADER'S DIAGNOSTIC dUESTIONS:

IIIBlb 'What resources exist for providing staff development?

2 84
41.
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II1C3

TASK OR ACTIVITY: PLANNING FOR MATERIAL RESOURCES NEEDED
TO IMPLEMENT CHANGES

Forecast budgetary needs for programhinstallation and
maintenance.

LEADER'S DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIONS:

II1C3 What budget planning has occurred in order to
sustain and support the new 'program?

Has consideration been given to the need to shift
from "soft" to "hard" funding?

2,86

a
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- RESOURCES

NOTES!

What is the planning group dping at-this time,to rlate
the implementation plan to the overall budget planning in
the district?

Who is responsible for seeing that the above taks place?

255
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STEP 12: INSTALLING PROGRAM CHANGES.IDENTIPIED'IN
IMPLEMENTATION PLANS

Purchasing Materials

Arranging for Maintenance and Supply;

Organizing AcceSs to Materials

Scheduling Transition to.Nevi Program

4
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TASK OR ACTIVITY: ESTABLISHING A SYSTEM FOR MANAGEMENT AND
MONITORING THE PLANNING ACTIVITIES

Monitor the installation process.

LEADER'S DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIONS:

IC2b Are structural changes complete? Does veryone
who has been assigned responsibilities hairoia job
description, or akclear understanding, of the tasks
they are to perform?

292

Have key. persons met and reviewed the implementation
tasks to be certain there are no misconceptions of what
'is to haPipen?

How is 'the process 'of installation, including descrip-
tion of problems and successes, being documented?

rr;
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GOVERNANCE/MANAGEMENT

NOTES:

iiI,MVP4.WVPMVA%

Do teachers have scheduled planning time fot installing
program decisions?

Does a planning group exist for this activity?

Does the principal provide direct leadership for this
planning?

How would you describe your rolkin the distrij during

the Initial stages of implemoniation of the solution?

293
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IIA2

TASK OR ACTIVITY: DETERMINING COMMITMENTS AND DEVELOPING
'INTERNAL ADVOCACY

4
Provide encouragement and support.for participants.

pLEADER'S'DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIONS:

IIA2b What steps have been taken to asstire-itaff receive
iupport and encouragement for the efforts expended?

44.

What support system exists to assure the freedom for
the risks inherent in change?



KNOWLEDGE/SKILLS/ATTITUDES

NOTES :
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IIC2

TASK OR ACTIVITY: PROVIDING TRAINING AND CONSULTANT
ASSISTANCE RELATED TO PROPOSED
INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM CHANGES

Meet the training needs of teachers.

LEADER'S DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIONS:

IIC2 How can future needs be forecast and preliminary

.0

plans developed? 4

What are the alternatives if requests for help cannot
be satisfied with existing resources?

296
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KNOWLEDGE/SKILLS/ATTITUDES

NOTES:

%
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TASK OR ACTIVITY: ESTABLISHING AND IMPROVNG INTERNAL AND
EXTERNAL COMMUNICATION CHANNELS

Summarize experiences and confirm progress.

LEADER'S DIAGAOSTW QUEpTIONS:

IIDla How can the progress of implementation be made more
visible through charts, displays, progress reports,
etc.?

What proceduies exist for keeping parents informed
of progress being mode?

298 2.53
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KNOWLEDGE/SKILLS/ATTTTUDES

NOTES:

1

Do staff members who will use the newly selected pr9gram/
materials tave adequate awareness and understanding of
these Rrogramimaterials to make installation effective?

A.'

RGi
299



11D3

TASK OR ACTIVITY; ANALYZING EFFECTIVENESS OF EXISTING
COMMUNICATION CHANNELS AND NEW
'COMMUNICATION EFFORTS

Monitor communication activities.

LEADER'S DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIONS:

IID3 What information do stud ts need regarding how changes
'will affect them? How wi1 they get this information?

What will be done with info ation regarding
implementation progress?

300
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KNOWLEDGE/SXILLS/ATTITUDES

NOTES :
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STEP 13: ESTABLISHING MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES AND AN
INSERVICE SCHEDULE

Determining Administrative and Management
Responsibilities

Esteblishing Monitoring Activities

Gathering Evaluation Data

Organizing an Inservioe, Schedule

4



.IC2

TASK OR ACTIVITY: ESTABLISHING A SYSTEM FOR MANAGEMENT
AND MONITORING THE PLANNING ACTIVITIES

Monitor the program installation.

LEADER'S DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIONS:

IC2b .Who is monitoring and eValu4ting the ongoing
to determine that the installation plan is being
followed and is effective? What procedures are
being uied to do this?

Do any record forms need to be altered? Modified
or reworked? Simplified?

306
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GOVERNANCE/MANAGEMENT

NOTES:

r
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IID1

I

TASK OR ACTIVITY: ESTABLISHING AND IMPROVING INTERNAL AND
EXTERNAL COMMUNICATION ,CHANNELS

f.:

Provide feedback on process.

LEADER'S DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIONS:

IIDla Who is to receive w4ch information and in what form
for what purposes regarding installation progress?
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KNOWLEDdE/SKILLS/ATTITUDES

NOTES:
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IID2

TASK OR ACTIVITY: DOCUMENTING AND COMMUNICATING INFORMATION
. ON 4.ANNING ACTIVITIES

Maintain reáords of progress..

LEADER'S DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIOINIS:

411;

IID2 What 4additióna1 or specill redorde need to. be kept?

I.

4.

"0-
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KNOWLEDGE/SKILLS/ATTITU?ES

NOTES:
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p.

TASK OR ACTIVITY: SEEKING. TRAINING AND CONSULTANT
SUPPORT AS NEEDED t

Review effectiveneis of inservice-support:

LEADEW'S DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIONS:

IIIBlb Could Wupport .for instructional ImproveMent be.
'enhanced by helping the diwErict'establish or
maintain ,a'network-relationship with higher-
education or other.organizations7
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'RESOURCES

NOTES :
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STEP 14: ,MONITORING THE IMPLEMENTATION OF PROGRAM PLANS

sz,

a

Conducting Routine Monitoring and
Administrative Reporting

Making Decisions on Prograth Adjustment
based on Information Gathered

.

Conducting Needed Documentation and An lysis
for Assessipg Program Effect.iveness

;
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1104

TASK OR ACTIVITY: REVIEWING ADEQUACY OF DECISIONS,

Review progress and modify plans assdesirable.

LEADER'S DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIONS:

IIB4b Is tlie program addressing the problems which were
identified by the planning group?

What program 'modifications dte teachers suggeiting
now that they are trying out the new program?

318'
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,KNOWLEDGE/SKILLS/ATTITUDES

0

NOTES1

Whit ways have newly 'selected program/matesials ben
'integrated into the curriculum?

V

"As is" as a supplement to.the existing curriculum
"As is" to replace materials/components of-the existing

.

curriculum
Adaptea/modifidd prior to being used as Applement to t .

the existing curriculum . V.

Adapted/modified prior to bEing used to replace
materials/components of the exieting curriculum
Other (describe)

m
What parts of the originalsdonfiquration of the progiai/
materials were changed?

,

e 13
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'TASK Ot Atlnnu TY : FLAI4N1NQ FoR' ifi4 STAFF AND SUPPORT.,
OERSONNEL. TO PWLEMENT CHANGES

. I

)

Facilitate changes i jbb

LEADER'S DIIWNOSTIC QUESTIONS:

IIIA3 Are there Any further chan4es,indicated tor lob
assignments, roles or staffinO.A, What plans nave
been developed' for these changes?

A

,
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N,
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RESOURCES

NOTES :
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STEP 15: EVALUATING PROGRAM IMPROVEMENTS

Preparing Formative Evaluation Reports for
Operational Program Planning

Preparing Summative Evaluation Reports for
Administrative Program Planning



IC2

TASK-OR ACTIVITY: ESTABLISHING A SYSTEM FOR MANAGEMENT
AND MONITORING-THE PLANNING ACTIVITIES

Review process.

LEADER'S DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIONS:

IC2b What modificatiQns occurred in the process steps
for installing the program? What were'the reasons for

...these modifications?

326

What were the obstacles to.maintaining schedules?
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GOVERNANCE/MANAGEMENT

NOTES:- What is being done with data or monitoring results?,

327
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IIB4

A

TASK OR ACTIVITY: REVIEWING ADtQUACY OF DECISIORS,

Assess effectiveness and\impact of process.

LEADER'S DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIONS:

IIB4b What program changes occurred as a result of,
.information collected during installation?

t1

What are the indirect results which could be
credited to the program changes? (Unanticipated
outcomes)

,



KNOWLEDGE/SKILLS/ATTITUDES

NOTES: Describe any initial "success indicators."

295
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I1D3

,

TASK 61 ACTIVITY: ANALYZING EFFXCTIVENESS OF EXISTING
COMMUNICATION CHANNELS AND NEW
COMMUNICATION EFFORTS

RevieW attitudes regarding program changes.

LEADER'S DIAGNOSTIC QUESTIONS: :

IID3 What was the profile,of attitudos of students,
teachets, administrators and community at.different
stage* daring installation?

What impact did .these attitudes have on'program
direction?

r



KNOWLEDGE/SKILLS/ATTITUDES

NOTES
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-APPENDIX A

Organizing Questions
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ORCIANIZiNG QUESTIONS AROUND GWERNANOE,
ADMINISTRATrON, MANAGEMENT, LEADERSH/P

IA1

What lgislation,
other mandates do

guidepines, nsgotiatedAlireements or
wl,snee0to be aware in the planning

Process?

To what degree is the Proposedp anning motivated by these
mandates and how.do they af ar6t the planning procesp?

IB1

What is envis
of the prop

\

oiled by the 'administration to be the outcomes
ed planning activity?

What parameters are operating and how much `freedomees
the,p1anning group have in working within these parateeters?

1B2

What is the administratiire structure klf.the district and how
do key people operate within this structure to.Controi,
direct or provide leadership for district activities?'

IB3

what are the dynamics of the interaction betweethe administra-
tion andtheolanning group?

How can the planning group be organized and operated 'to work t

.effectively with- the,school administratjon?

IB4

What will be the impact of the planning process and the resulting
instructional changes on the organization and administration
of the school?

ICI

Who will-provide leadership for the Planning pYocess?

How will this leadership change in planning the implementation
of a decision for instructional.. changes?

290
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TC2

What management system or operational plans.will be used for
planning 4nd program implementation?

1C3

What kinds of adtivitl'es Will "be carried out to makeithe process
go more smoothly?

/
338
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ORGANIZING QUESTIONS:AROUND KNOWLEDGE,
SKILLS, ATTITUDES

,

. -

What Are thit.motivatiOns and other. factors Affecting the
...climgte for instructional improvement planning at this time?.

IIA2
%

.

What is the commitment to instructional improvement and how
can-you maintain

T
d ihcrease this commitment?

..._...I1A3

How does the philosophy of the district or school influence
.the instructional planning process?

11A4

.What wild be the impact of these instructional improvement
efforts on various staff members?

A

What orientation needs to be given for this'planning activityT

IIB2

What do we need to kno'w about the existing instructional
provam?

,What is the best way to get this informaton?

What do we need to know aboa educational alternatives available
) to improve the instructional program?

4.

11E14

How well did ollr decision's relate to the needs ;aid problems'
sbeing addtessed?

.4,

339
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IIC1

What training and consultant assistance is needed to facilitate
the instructional planning?

IIC2.

What training and- consdltlint assistance is needed before the ,

proposed program improvements can b. successfully implemsinted?

What training and consultant services will d* needed to 4intain
the program improvements?

.

IID1

What is the adequacy of existing communication for supporting
the planning activity and insuring instructional changes will
be effective?

.IID2

What improvements in exikting communication patterns are needed
and what new communication channels should be developed to support
the planning activity and insure instructional changes will be

. effective?

11D3

How will efforts to improve corunication be assessed and
maintained?

34(Y.
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ORGANIZING QUESTIONS AROUND H6MAN

AND MATER/AL,RESOURCES

Are approprtate people with the needed knowledge and skills
available for the time required to carry out instructional
planning and to implement new Program directions?

II1A2
, 1*

Will job changes be required to implement instructional
improvement?

,

Are additional persons needed to implemeneinstructional
improvements?

IIIB1

How can-we forecast needs folr assfitance?

II1B2 A

How much and what kinds of staff deveiopment are needed?

How willwthis needed statf development be provided?.

What resources are currently available for instructional
improvements?

IIIC2

What additional resourcas will be needed to iliplement the
instructional improvaments deCided upon by thr'planning group?

IIIC3

How will the instructional improvements be maintained once
they are installed?

341
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ACTIVITIES RELATED IPO GOVERNANOE
AND MANAGEMENT (LEGAL)

'

TA1

,

Clarifying 1egial4tion-and othir mandates affecting instructional
planning. -

s

a. Reviewing any legiation.or state 6r federal .

requirements which impact instructional planning

.13. Reviewing any board pOlicies- which may imOact .

instructional planning

c. Reviewing any administraiive tandates or guidelines-
which may-impact lnstiuctiOnal planning :

d. Reviewing any 'negotiations procedures. or .

Agreements which max impact instructional.planning

e. Negotiating agredments and reviewing any constraints
related to the upe of outside consultant or project ,

assistance

f. Monitoring for any potential conflicts between
activities and recommendations of the task force
and other requirements

IA2

Establishing guidelines and directives for installing new
program directiqns.

TB1

Clarifying directions7:afid parameters for planniactivities
and proposed instructional improvementi.

a. Determining goals, directions and work plans,

b. Determining degree- of freedom for planning gdoup
to function within the established work plans

1B2

Clarifying the administrative stiucture for planning.

a. Reviewing the structure of,the district

'6

296
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Exploring the nature-of
'leadership.

c. Exploring the nature of

IB3

the formal organizational

informal leadership

,

Clarifying working relationshiPs with diitria admi4;3t.ratiOn.

a. Reviewing the climate of support for the proposed
planning effoft .

,

lb. .Identifying existing practicei, procedures and
processes-to he folrlowe&

IB4

. -

-c; ,Exploring the rolepf the planning group

Assessi
organiz

IC1

the iMpact of instructional imprOvements on district
ions. -

a. Determining how these actiO.ties will'be integrated .

with other district adtivities

b. Organizational-changes necessitated by instructional ,
cHanges

ACTIVITIES RELATED TO GOVERNANCE,
AND MANAGEMENT (LEADERSHIP/MANAGEMENT)

-Clarifying leadership and management resPonsibilities for planning.

Identifying instruCtiohal planning group-leadership

p. Establishing instructional planning management

IC2

Establishing.a.system
activities.

a. Developing a

b. Managing and
process

346

for management and monitoring the planning

management sySt'em

monrtoring the instructional planning



IC3

Conducting planning activities.

A. Clarifying verall 4g1
c)

up planning proc dures

b.' Faqilitating group processe!

p.

f
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AcfrptruEs RELATED TO -KNOWLEDGE,
SKILLS , ATTITUDES

"(ATTITUDES VALUEd, OPINIONS).

I.

.

Assessing,the-reasons for change and the senso.of opportunity
for making changes at this time.

I.

.a. Assessing individual motivations' and perceptions
regarding instructional improvement.

.b. Assessing the climate'for change at this time

c. Clirifying issues.,

IIA2

Determining, commitmenti and developing internal-advocacy.

IIA3

a. Expanding awareness-

b. Providing encOUragement and support for piirticipants

c. Fostering commitment and ownership

Reviewing elle diotrict "philosophy.

a. Determining formal or adopted 011osophy

b. Exploring factors influencing ,implementation of a
school philosophy .

IIA4

Glithering data from those who will be affected- bi decisions:

ACTIVITIES RET.:ATED TO KNOWLEDGE,
SKILLS, ATTITUDES

(KNOWLEDGE)

IIB1

Providing need6d orientatioi and information.regarding
planning activities,

.299
349
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IIBZ

1 4
COmpiling informatidff On existing program'

a. Reviewirig'4.the history ok program development

b. Determining,the target gkoup

c. Reviewing the'nature Of the.existilag program

d. Assessing degree of con'tent expertise

IIB3

Providing information on educational researd0 'and program

alternatives.

a. Providing needed information

b. Using available infoimation
,

"IIB4

,
Reviewing adequacy of decisions.

a. Relating decisiOns tO situati9n and problem,
statement

Assessing adequacy of decision over time

/ ACTIVITIES kELATED TO KNOWLEDGE,
-SKILLS, ATTITUDES

. (COMMUNICATION)

IID1

. Establishing and imprbving internal and exteTnal'communication
channels.

-,..

r

t

350

a. astablishing and
channels

b; Establishing and
channels

. .-

improving

imprbving

internal

external

A

communication

communication
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11D2

R9cumenting and communicating infprmation on planning
activitles.

11D3

Analyzing.effeciivenees of existing mmmunication channels
and-new comMunication efforts:-

.

I.

'411'

,
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ACTtVITIES RELATED TO RESOURCES
(STAFF)

Determining if alopropriate people with the needed skills are
airailable to carry out the instructional planning.

IIIA2

Determining'appropriate people with the needed, skills are-
available to carry out instructional program changes:

II1A3

Ns,

Planning for the staff and support personnel needed to implement
changes.

ACTIVITIES RELATED TO RESOURCES
(OTHER PERSONNEL)

Forecasting need for on-site assistance for instructional
planning and improvement.

II1B2

Seeking

a.

b.

training and consultant support as needed.

Developing additional linkages with key agencies for .

in4ormation about.available resourOs

Locating and arranging for assistance'

4,0

ACTIVITIES RELATED TO RESOURCES
(MATERIAL RESOURCES)

Assessing available resources for carrying out planning.

302 353

I.
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II1C2
A

Planning'for material /resources' needed to implement changes.

IIIC3
//

/

Determininy how the/innovation will be sustained/puppórted.

354

r
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Implementation Plari
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Task Analysis Forms
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4
4/he following form provides one guideline for organizing

infOrmation on tasks for management purposes, The key ,to the

use of such a fOrm is to get a specific tatement in writing

on important aspect of the task to insure clarity and

facilitate monitoring; and to yrite onli the amount of detail

that is reqUired to avoid the maintenance of unnecessary

detail which serve no essential purpoee:

. Code:

Overall general responsibility ,

. Op Operating responsibility (person who gets the job

done)

MuC Must be consulted

MaC May be consulted

MuN Must be notified ),

MuA .Must be adirised

SpR Specific responsibility for some aspect of task



GOAI.
,

Tilk S K

RESPONSIBILITIES

G .

Op

MaC MuN MuA:

SPR:

DESCRIPTION OV STEPS TO BE TAKEN

is

DOCUMENTATION SUPPORTING COMpLETION.,0i
ACTIVITIES

lob

399
310
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A S K

DIRECTION, STANDARDS:, CONSTRAINTS RELATED
-TO THIS ACTIVITY

a

NOTES:

EVALUATION QUESTIONS RELATED TO THiS ACTIVITY

As

.*

TIMELINE FOR COMPLETION OF THESE ACTIVITIES BUDGETARY DATA

y

-a

311 .312
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Nothwest Reading Consortium Produats

I.

313 0367



ir NORTHWEST READING COSSORTIUM PRODUCTS

Carlson, Richdrd 0. Northkest Reading Consortium - A Case
Study. Superintendent of Pdblic Instruction, Olympia,
Washington. June 1979.

lEinst, Shirley and others. Thirty-One Ways to Help Your
Children Become Good Readers. Northwest Reading Consortium,
Superintendent of Public Thstruction, Olympia, Washington.
'January 1979.

Haugerud, Albert R. and others. Assembing School, Readiness
as a Precondition for Effectiv fnitructional Improvement,
Planning. Northwest Reading Consortidm, Superintendent
of Public Instruction; Olympia, Washington.. June 1979.

Jordan, Alice W. An Analysis of h.Ogram SelectLon Using the
Right to Read ,droup 'Problem-Solving Process.. Northwest
Reading Consortium, Superintendent ot Public Initruction,
Olympia, Washington. August 1979.

Muitphy, Ann G. and Al.Haugerud. The Use ;of the Right to
Read Model for Instructional Improvement. Northwest
Reading donsortium, Superintendent of Public Instruction,'
Olympia, Washington. June 1979.

Standal, Timothy C. and others. Junior-Senior Hiall School
Students and Reading: What Can Parents. Do to Help?
Northwest Reaaing Consortium, Superintendent of Public
Instruction, Nympia, Washington. January 1979.

Waugh', Ruth and others. How to Select Elementary Reading
Programs. Northwest Reading Consortium, Superintendent
q? Public Instruction, Olympia, Washington; Jahuary 1979.

Northwest Reading Consortium. Knowledge Base of Research
and DeveloOentoputcomes in Reading. Superintendent of
Public Instruction, Olympia, Washington. January 1979. -

Sch9o1 Improvement Efforts via Linkers and
Linkage systhmsd Superintendent of Publià Instruction,,
Olympia,' Washington. January 1979.

r
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APPENDIX F

, List of Participants: NRC Symposia

Bois, Idaho (May 14-15, 1979)
Issaquah, Washington (May 31-June 1,1979)

*

315
371'
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PARTICIPANT LIST

Boise, Idaho Symposium
May 14-15, 1979

David Campbell
Northwest Regional Oucational Laboratory . . . Oregon

Dr. Shirley Ernst
Lewis-Clark State College Idaho

Dr. Albert Haugerud
Northwest Reading Consortium Washington

Dr. Harry Johnson
Northwest Reading Consortium Washington

:Alice Jordan
Northwest Reading .Consortium Washington

-

Dr. Ann Murphy
Lane County ESD/University of Oregon Oregon

Dr. Dick NelSon
Department of _Education Idaho

Gloria Prevost
Superintendent of Public Instruction Wishington

Dr. Lois Roth
Seattle Pacific University

Lis Schlaefle
Department of education

\

Washington

Idaho

373
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V
PARTICIPANT LIST

Issaquah, Washington Symposimm
.May-31 -June 1, 1979

Warren Beecroft
,Education Service

P%

1District 121 Wasilington

Kateti Brew
Usaquah School District Washington

David Campbell-4
Northwest .Regional ,Educational Laboratory Oregon,

Dr. James Click
Supirintendent of Public Instruction. Washington

Dr. Joan,Clutts
University of Alaska-Fairbanks Alaska

Gloria DeGastano
Issaquah School District'

Dr. Shirley H. Ernst
Lewis-Clark State College

Jim Gorman
Southwest Regional Resource Center

Dr. Albert Haugerud
Northwest Reading Consortium

Dr. Harry Johnson
Superintendent of

Alice Jordan
Northweit Reading

Donna Long
Cottage Grove School District

Public Instruction

Consoititm

Virginia Maesner
Kenai Schodl District

Washington

Idaho

Alaska

WashingtOn

Washington

Washington

Oregon

Alaska

Dr. Jerry Maring
Washington:State Uniteifiity

q
,

Washington

Dr. Ann Murp
Lane County ESD University of Oregon Oregon

GlOria Prevost
SuPerintendent of Public Instruction

)
Washington
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Dr. Lois Roth
Seattle Pacific

Vivian Shearer
Issaquah School

University

District

Donna Van Kirk
Superintendent of Public

Dr. Ruth Waugh
University of Oregon

1)
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Washington

Washington
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